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A. NAT I ONAL t>I HEC'T P'RIMARY. FOR THE 
PRESIDENCY 
"Under every form of government, nothing 
is of so great importance as the regulation of the 
succession to the chief magistracy. In kingdoms 
and empires, the stability of government and the 
preservation of order depend in a great degree up-
on a faithful adherence to the established rules 
of succession, and in republics upon the knowledge 
that the Executive of the nation has .been chosen by 
a fair and ·satisfactory method, and that he is the 
chdic.eof the great body of the people."--O'Neil. 
-0-
Call our present government, manned by 
nominees of the ,convention, "government by the 
caucus and convention. It is not representative 
government '. ',' It is not government by the peo-
ple."--La Follette. 
-0-
"T6e basis 9f our political systems is 
the right of the people to make and alter their 
constitutions of G-overnment.u--Washinf,ton. 
PRE FA T 0 R Y NOT E 
This thesis was undertaken in an individual seminar 
in 19l2-l~ under the "direction of Profebsor Clarence 
A. Dykstra. It was preceded by a study of the organ-
ization of political parties and the workings of 
party governm~nt in the United States. No attempt 
has been made in the bibliography to append all the 
sources read, or all authorities previously read or 
studied, which have given a basis for the whole paper. 
An examination of all the state primary laws enacted 
to the present has been conducted, but little was 
found that was of value, since the bills already in-
troduced in Congress sum up all the pOints already 
established as essential in direct primary leg isla-
tion; and further, since the problems that arise in 
extending the direct primary to the national field 
are mainly concerned with application and noL with 
the sub8t~nce of the principles of the primary, them-
selves. While the writer does not profess to claim 
credit for the originality of subject, he has not 
seen any plan, method or proposition professing to 
do what he has undertaken in this paper. 
Lawrence, Kansas. 
May 28, 1913. 
Arthur L. Crookham 
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PAR'l' O N E 
i n t rod u c tor y 
1 
Wherever popular government has existed and 
wherever elections have been the means by Jwhich pub-
lic officials have been ehosen, the nec~ssity for 
some mode of selecting the candidates previouS to 
the election has been experienced and recognized. The 
various steps in the development of thel'nachinery of 
nomination form a commentary on the degree of democ-
racy attained at the time of their adoption and e8-
tablishmanit. The evolution of the nominating machin-
ery is no less a part of the democratic movement than 
'are popular elections themselves. The past twenty-
five years have seen a multitude of safe&uards thrown 
about the regular elections. Elections 'i only quasi-
legal previously, have been reJ:i1oved from the sppere 
of party influence and control. The introduction of 
the Australian ballot, and. the enactment of corrupt 
practises laws and other admirable ,pieces of' election 
le'gislation (such as pub,lication of campaign expense$ 
and ,a limit thereon) have removed much 01 the reproach 
I·' .i 
that f9rmerly attended elections in the United States. 
~ ... 
", " 
But surely no' one ex,peo.,ted that 'the total disappear-
ance ot, the corrupti onist and ringster would ,result. 
It cex:-tainly cannot be Iii 'matter 'of surprise that, be-
ing thus deprived 'of a wide field of operation, he 
, ~'" . 
should turn hi~ , att'6ntfon to the only other sphere 
of acti vi ty left ''It-O : him~ ' ·In the caucus, primary or 
.( , .' 
conventi.on, ~ un~e'g\{iated 'by law, he has realized his 
. ", ";. .,:., 'r, ~~.; ~ '>--
opportunit~·e~.~'ttci~\ ~~~,. :fil,i.f.e~t degree. "Let me control 
, ,,;. .' 'I''': "~.,, .I~ I '" ' •. ' • 
2 
the nomination anu I care not who votes in the elect-
ion: II he has said. Through bitter experience, the 
electorate has discovered that popular control of . 
nominations is no less important than popular control 
of elections. 
In the development of a nominating system, by 
which the electorate's choice may be independently de-
termined,and accurately expressed, the democracy of 
today has a real problem for solution. That the ques-
tion is one capable of being solved successfully has 
been established by many of the commonwealths of the 
Union, although no one is foolhardy enough to assert, 
, 
that all contingencies have been provided for and all 
crudities eliminated; perplexities are yet sure to a-
rise to callout the best thought of legislators and 
students of politics and government. The commonwealths, 
then, are taking the lead; direct nominations are hav-
ing their inning in commonWealth legislation. Given 
five years, and the matter will probably be a "dead 
issue" in nearly everyone of the United states. In 
many states, Senators and Representatives, federal of-
ficials, are being chosen at every election through 
some sort of direct nominating primary. 
In the choice of the party nominees for the 
p~~J~encY l and vice presidency no advance has been 
~,:;.~ ."~~lI'.\-'(i· t~ ":,, . 
niade'1i ':lnd,;ireat, nomination has broken down in the sel-
"j •. ." ·._).f."f<:.:~~:,,~~~d ~_.!~. . ~._ 
etilQ'n:' of the,:' ~hief magistrate of the nation no less 
;",: , - , \ ," • ~ l i ~\:/ •. ,'r;(, .  , :~ '~~.' . 
;iib.~·\in ,e'ho:~;£s,!:¢'g ' the: commonweal thgovernor • Failure f ... \.~(),.;." A, .!""~' ,:> <:': .. _p:<-t:.~" :._~. .;". 
t.:~,,~;;.::. ,r<'f. , ~'" ' ~~ ';\ ';) : <.> ' ... , 
3 
to control the primary selection is f ailure to control 
the ultimate election, whether the election be munic-
ipal, state or national in ex tent. Direct nomination 
of the presidential candidates is a living issue of 
the day. r].1he object of this paper is to attempt a 
discussion of this question and to determine, if pos-
sible, how the direct primary can be extended to in-
clude the national officers. 
PAR T TWO 
The His tor y 0 f Pre sid e n t. i a 1 
Nom ina tin g M ac h i n e r y 
5 
The adoption of the national Constitution 
meant ultimately that some institution would have to 
provide some scheme of nomination for the president 
and vice president, although the founders themselves 
were completely oblivious to this fact; for they con-
sidered tha t the~y had provided for election, and nom-
ination as well, in their cherished electoral college. 
It is obvious that, whatever this scheme of nomination 
was to be, its basis was to be found only outside the 
Constitution, for that charter had carefully refrain-
ed from mentioning party or party machinery; and it 
was, in fact, the hope of its authors that !lfactions" 
would not arise to threaten the stability of the in-
fant republic or to cause dissentions between its 
citizens. But however much the fathers of the docu-
ment may have been opposed to parties and party 
strife, many of them were themselves early forced to 
take a hand in the political ga~e. Washington, chief 
adviser a~ainst "rgction," although he took the pres-
idential ch~ir on the announcement of a unanimous 
electoral vote, saw his cabinet fall apart because 
ofa ne~ political alignment and ~ left the office with 
the country divided, politically, into the two main 
bodies that roughly hold today. 
The need for a national nominating system 
, was not felt in 1788, nor in l~Q2, for Washington 
' was the choice of the country. The election of 1796 
6 
was passed without recourse to any formal caucus, 
since the general understanding put i"Jefferson and 
Adams forward as their party chiefs. Both parties 
held caucuses in 1800, attended b. the Senators and 
Representatives of their respective parties. The ori-
gin of the Congressional Caucus, . as these meetings 
became designated, is not hard to discover. Whenever 
it had seemed likely that a party measure in either 
house of Congress would fail to carry, or an election 
be lost, because of dissention in . the ranks of the 
party's members, it had become the custom for the mem-
bers to come together in a secret meeting , discuss the 
matter in controversy, decide on some line of action, 
often through compromise if the defection was s.trong 
enough to threaten disaster, and then to bind all who 
stayed thr ough the caucus to its decision. When there 
is remembered, the added fact that Congress was conven-
iently in session previous to the president'ial elect-
ion (an item of no small importance : in the days when 
travel was slow, costly and arduous) and further that 
most of the party leaders were members of Congress 
and accustomed to have their opinions adopte~ as law 
by the relatively small proportion of enfranchised 
citizens, it can be readily understood why the sys -
tem took immediate hold. 
Four years later in the election of 1804, the 
Congres~ibnal Caucus was permanently establi s hed and 
it continued with dimi n ishing popularity to its final 
emp l oyment in 1824. From the very beginning its crit-
ics were numerous and bitter in their denunciation of 
its arrogant usurpation of the power of nomination. 
In 1812 the "Peace Republicans" declared it "hostile 
to the s pirit of the fed eral Constitution, dangerous 
to the ri ghts of the people and to the freedom of 
election:.; " Various members of Congress and many 
newspapers denouriced the system. 
The death of "King Caucus" came in 18~4. 
With only one great ~art~ , the Democratic and that 
split into many: almost irreconciliable ,:factions, the 
whole fi ght was to lie in securing the 'nomination. 
Adams, Calhoun, Clay ,and Jackson were not disposed to 
submit to the Congressional Caueus, for the nomination 
was sure to go to Crawford, who had a strong "machine" 
in C9ngr~s·s ;!3-nd ,through newspaper agitation, mass 
meeting~ o~ citizen~ and other modes of publicity, 
" 7" 
they , info:t:);rred ' the electoI"a te of the dangers that 
threatE?ned f.~ee republican institutions. So success-
ful were they, that Crawford was overwhe!lmingly de-
feated at the polls, where the people set their dis-
approval on Congressional dictation. The s ystem had 
broken down, when after nominatinG a series of able 
men , it attempted to dictate t o the people, who had 
been accustomed for years to make nominations, dir-
ectly or indirectly , through delegate conventions for 
local, state and Congressioa~l OfficeS. 
The revolt a gainst the Congre$s~ona l Caucus 
had broken out in 1824, and the first ~nat1onal conven~ 
tioD was held in 1831. During the perioq of · tr~nsit-
, ' , 
ion seve ral methods were resorted, tq i.n d;ifferent sec-
.-' ; 
tions of the country. Most popular : ~ a8 ' a state leg-
~ .' 
J 
islative caucus in ,wbioh ~he part~ ~embers of both 
houses sat; it was . frequently ~o.ct.ified in personnel 
but not in procedure bY ';;.thf:'sea:W.ng of delegates from 
; !It ~ 
districts represented by t~e ".opposi tion in the legis-
lature. Other.s were a r 'ssolution ' of nomi.n'a tien' pas's -
ed as a regular:. ac t of the" statE( +~,gi8la. ~u.re; a s ta te 
, ,( , ~ .' ' " • ' . " " J ',.: .. r ' # " -,! • ",' " ..... 
conventi0~ .·, (xr. (: e:l e~ted ,de~e.gat;~s ;, /~hd . f~nat"lY a.!bublic · 
.~ ..', 'r ' . ,,-
• ,;.;' -, .I .• r. .1 . _ I J, .; , 
meeting ror " rn~Sf3" 6ori;entiontr;( ' ,'t.he "na tur,e "of a pr'esent 
j. , ' • 
day P~liticii rally. Bui 'bot one of these methdds 
could provide the 'party uni ty ~ece$sa~y, to insure 
,k ,. ", 
succesS' 'J~o , a:' n~tionaJ,. , nOlninctti~nr ;£.,,: Par;t · of them lay 
. . '. • ' . ' .~ ,'" . r . . ' '.~'.' •. . . ' "'~. ..... } 
under the general dis,approval . that attended any sort 
" ," , 
Ofl~gi~latfve ciri~~~~ i t~e remainder were too local. 
, . , 
, 
The, idea of a nation.al convention, similar 
in its method of ~epres~hi~tio~ and proce~ure to the 
· state con~ention) readily presented itself. To the 
. Ant'i-Maf;lonic party 'must be given the credit for the . . .. " 
issued by a caucus of Na tional-Republi,ca:n member,s , of 
the rJ1 aryland legislature a. national co:pvention' of that 
party also met in Baltimore, in Deoember of 183i. All 
of the states were asked to participate ,py sending cte-
lega tes "e Clual in number to the electors ', of the presi-
dent to which their states are respectively entitled." 
Says Dallinger: 
An investigation of the proceedings l shows 
that there has been very little change in procedure , 
from that da~ to this, the reason b~ing 'that, {n 1832~ 
the convention system was already highly developed in : ' 
!'rany of the states and consequently t here was ,little 
room for change. We find that there was a tempor~ry 
organization; an examination of the credentials of the 
delegates; the ,apPointment of , a committee on perman-
ent organization, which subsequent,ly brought in ' a list 
of permanent officers; nominatln&, sp eeches; , the i apPQint~ 
ment of a cornnd ttee to prepare an address to th.e peo-
ple, corresponding to our , committee .on resolutions; 
and finally a committee to2Pot1'fy the successful can-
didates of the nomination. ' , ' 
A resolution prevailed t hat "oentral State C~n'respond­
ing Commi ttees" pe provided in each sta tEl,; , and these 
committees were to attend , to the organizat{bn of sim-
ilar central committees in each county and town. At 
a follow-up national convention of the young men of 
this· party, the procedure of the regu l ar convention 
was re-echoed and a s e ries of resolutions, desi gnated 
as a platform, was issued for the first time. Follow-
ing the lead of the Whigs, ·the Democrats met in a rep-
1 Niles Register, 41: 301-7. 
2 
Dal11nge~, Nominations for Elective Office in the 
10 
resentativeconvention on May 21, 1832, whe~e the 
"Unit ruie" and "Two-thirds rule" were a.dopted. In 
1836 the Whigs held no ,convention, but since 1840, 
there has been no break in the continuity of na-tional 
1 
conventions of parties pretending to have a national 
following. Furthermore, a nati onal convention has 
been used several times to launch a new political 
1 party. 
With practically no change in its procedure, 
t he bational convention stands today, ov~r three-
quarters of a cen t ury old, substantially the same in-
sti tutionthat it was at its first employme'nt in 1831. 
1 Notably in the case of the Republican party in 
1856-60 and the ~rogressive party in 1912. 





The · Con v e n t ion I nTh e 0 r y ---
Its M er its 
, ' 12 
The history of our national nominating mach-
inery has been traced from its inception, and we have 
seen the oligarchic Congressional Caucus , which broke 
down a~ter an unsuccessful attempt to dictate to the 
electorate, replaced by a system, hailed as democratic 
and praised as truly representative . The party 'dic-
tator was eliminated, it was declared; the day of the 
individual party member was at hand; the great mono-
poly was dissolved beyond repair, and every voter was 
a co-equal stock-holder in the party of his choice. 
The convention system is before the court 
of public opinion today; its ~erits and pas~ services 
, , 
are being considered; its value t~r the futur~ ' is ' b~ -
ing carefullydetermirte<;l on the ,ba's,is of the service 
it can render; its +,etention will resto~ly on a fav-
orable verdict. It is pertinent to examine the con-
vention system !to ascertain how it works under ideal 
or favorable conditions. 
"Theoretically the' convention is perfect . 
It passes the highest test of a political institution 
in a qemocratic c~munity. It admits of the purest 
application of the prinCiple of representation or de-
legated authority. ,,1 According to the theory , the 
electorate of a party meets in small a ssemblies based 
on a territorial unit and, after nominating the local 
officers; elects delegates to a h1gher convention or 
1 Meyer, NOllltnating Systems, p. 49 . 
caucus, usually under certain instructions. These 
delegates and those from the other similar territor-
ial units meet in a district convention and repeat 
the performance, electing and instructing other de-
legates in turn; and this proGess continues until the 
climax is reached, when the delegates from the com-
monwealths meet in a national convention to select 
the heads of the national ticket. It is a simple 
matter to trace the expressed will of each single vot-
er through the various inferior conventions to the 
national convention. Step by step, the individual's 
choice is transmitted through delegates into every 
council where the party chiefs are to be named; each , 
party member has an equal participation in the select-
ion of all candidates with every other party m~mber. 
The theory is perfect; the sy~tem 1s democratic. The 
reason for its existence is found 'in the fact that it 
is impossible for all the party voters to meet in a 
state or a national convention; hence, just as the 
founders of the national government devised a scheme 
of representative democracy instead of a pure democ-
racy, so did the founders of the uonvention system 
choose a delegate, representative system. 
Parties and party politics are essentials in 
a democracy~ for they supply the link between the cit-
izens and the governmental machinery. Our country is 
governed by the parties; each presents its issues and 
14 
appeals for votes on its past record or its promises, 
based on criticisms of the party in power; each 
finds its only chance for success through organization. 
The convention has become the rallying p~int of the 
party. "When so conducted as to command the confi-
dence ana respect of the party, it was the founda-
tion of party success."l 
In the conventions the party chiefs move 
about, encouraging and exhorting. Reports of the 
party strength are made by those directly from the 
sections reported on; defections are noted and pro-
vided for and additions welcomed with che~rg. The 
lagging spirits of the pessimistiv are revived, and 
the delegates are sent horne to predict success to 
the wavering. The strength of the enemy is skill-
fully forecasted and clever manipulations evolved to 
curtail it. All differences are wiped out through 
conference and compromise; old scars are hiddeh un-
der the mask of party solidarity. New and suitable 
timber among the youTI&er members is gradually sea-
soned into party leadership. 
When a ticket is to be issued for a wide area 
it must represent, or at least placate, all sections; 
an Easterner or a Westerner, or a Southerner or a 
Northerner have been found happy combinations. Geo-
graphical boundaries and sectional interests must be 
I Meyer, Ope cit., p.49. 
15 
carefully considered; a candidacy from a manufactur-
ing district must be supplemented by one from an ag-
ricultural section; a conservative must be balanced 
by a progressive. A convention is peculiarly fitted 
to make such selections and combinations. 
Se cond only to the importance of choosing 
the candi~ates is the writing of the platform; and 
here every step must be carefully watched ; a single 
misstep and all may be lost. The platform is written 
by the ablest and shrewdest party chi efs , the inner 
circle of three or six or ten. It is subjected to 
the careful scrutiny of the minor lieutenants and 
finally delivered to the convention. It will com-
prise the answer that the party has to make to the 
party members in their demands along" party and nat-
ional issues. It will present a broad , comprehensive 
program in reply to the economic , social and politi -
cal demands of the times . 
Unoou btedly , "the convention in theorY "lies 
at the foundation of party success ." It unifies the 
party; coordinates its movements ; fills the party mem-
bers with enthusiasm; chooses the candidates ; formu-
lates the platform; and provides the rallying' point 
for a positive manifes tation of party strength. 
The convention, it is certain, has great 
possibilities for good; its merits are manifest froci 
this brief resume. But, unfortunately, the conven-
tion here described exists only too often in theory. 
i& 
That the convention is a pure democratic institution 
today is a Utopian delusion. The convention as it 
is and the present status of the system forms the 
subject matter of the succeeding section. 
P A R T F G U R 
, 
" h i T e N a t 0 n a 1 · C 0 n v e n t i 0 n 
~ 
· 1 n P r a c t i c e 
No other single pol! tical instltut,ion in the , 
, ,. '," 
Uni ted States during the ps:st ' twenty,;..f:L,V'e years has 
been subjected to as much ~ ori tloism as 'has 'the party 
),t ' '; 
convention. 
, ' " ,', "i',: '.\",: ' " 
'11he system of delegate repres'entattion 
in the selection of party candidgt~~ haa been excor. 
iated in newspaper column, in political addr~~~ and 
in the poli tical discu,ssion of the common 01 tlzen. ' 
1 , ,,' 
Nor has the movement spent i tse1f in idle words" u.n ': ') 
h~eded ' by legislator or statesman. Leaders haie 
everywhere appeared to head a unified public 'opinibh ' 
in forc1rig • change, and their succ~ss is _ ~o , be 
found wr:f,tten on the s'tatute boo'ks 'bt a ' majorit~ of 
'..1: .. ' 
the common.a'a :l ths ' today. To 1900, ' the laws dealt 
, .,.', 
with the regulation of delegates to the party con-
ventions and, being incomplete and unsatisfaetory, 
they m~rely ,paved the way. In 1901 ' the hlghwater 
, " 
.. ~\ 
mark of the dir~ct primary moveme9t , cam~; in that year 
a flood of carefully drawn bills 6ccupied the atten-
tion of nearly half of the states. Since that time 
the demand on the part of the electorate for direct 
participation 1n choosing ' the party standard bear-
ers has not abated, and today in nearly two-ihirds l 
of the st,ates every member of the party has an equal 
opportunity to enter the 'direct pr.1mary lists for an 
office, and to express his opinion Ori ~ the fitnessbf 





Surely, here is basis for a confident state-
ment that there is something wrong wi th th,e oonven-
tion system. A political institution that has been 
employed for a hundred years is not given up through 
mere 'whim and caprice. Criticism that is anything 
but local, finding expression through legal enact-
ments in every portion of the nation, means more than 
petty dissatisfaction. ~ system, pretending to COID-
prise as its fundamental characteristic the purest 
expression of democracy, will certainly not be ' thus 
tossed aside in the most democratic period of our 
national existence without reason. The natural and 
inevitable conclusion must be that there is fault with 
the system itself; that, perhaps, the conventfon does 
. not possess all the merits and democratic qualities 
so generously ascribed to it by its founders. 
It is true that the conventions, which have 
been most violently assailed with constructive crit-
icism, . are those of the county and state, and the 
reasons are not far to seek. FirSt, the periodicity 
of the their meetings, which occur biennially, con-
tributes to a continuous discussion and constant re-
minder of their failures; and second, they are usual-
ly bossed, managed and attended by second-rate, "one-
horse poli ticians" who ar'e not clever enough to con-
ceal their tracks, and who by their fruits a:re usual-
~ ' ,. ,: . 
20 
, " 
ly known to a large part of the citizens oJ the coun-
ty or the state. Criticism of the national, conven-
tion is of recent origin. It is true t hat, from th~ 
, " 
beginning , there have been dark stories afloato~ do~ 
ings at the conclaves of the parties, and the common 
citizen has rested uneasily under the conviction that 
not all was well, but he has been too much disposed 
to make excuses, to stultify his conscience with the 
argument that one cannot be too particulan in poli~ 
tics and to nerve himself for the campa:f..gn with the 
reassuring reflection that probably the opposition 
\ ~. , 
has done worse. Again, t he national conventions have ' 
met but once · in four years and the public forgets 
easily. The masters of national conventions are ex-
perts, never bungling their work and always covering 
up traces which a less skillful manager wDuld leave 
and through which he might be detected. And, final-
ly, the convention is master of its movements, being 
s a fe in its procedure because of the utter impossi-
bility of any unified movement against it, and being 
certain that he. who is disposed to criti~ize and hold 
aloof will hastily return to the organization when 
. 
party regularity affixes to him the stibma of' "bolter." 
The convention system has broken down. Wheth-
er the convention be for the purpose of se~ecting the 
sheriff, the governor or the president, we hear the 
charge made and reiterated that the comIIlon citizen 
has no voice in its councils; . the faith of the people 
1..'. 
in the convention as an instrumen~ali ty of ' deD1q6'rfi~y ': 
"t i . 
1- ",. . 
, .,-
has departed, and no amount of endea.v~r to rehaql1- " 
, .' 
itate the system with th~ faded garments6f' de~ar~ed 
glory or the empty argument of , servi'c~ ' in the ; pas1;. ' 
will serve to blind the electorate to the trlle condit-
ion of the tottering institution. 
The merits of the conventiO~gy8tem, w1th 
special emphasis laid on the national inst! tut,l on, 
were fully detailed in the preceding section; , but 
these unfortunately are not foun~ in the workings of 
the convention in the actual world of polltic8 fland 
, \ . " ' ~ 
electa'nd instruct ful'ly delegates to a 'higher con-
vention,meanwhile ke'eping out the omnipreoent l/slate;" 
if it wer~ POSSiblef~r ' thesed~legates to transmit 
this sacr~d" trustofl?0werand responsibility through 
sUGcessi've stages ' to ·the national convention; if this 
delegated Jau~not'i ty were there 11-sed as the theory pre-r ", ~ 
supposes,-:--then indeed would the! delegate represen-
tati11;~ )3'y$tem "oe ,beyond re'proach. "The theory is per-
,- , ., " 
te~ :'k>+»;)~;Yj¥fere, the whole matter ' falls flatly to 
.:;c,f{ ' ~)i.~':, .":: .;~,:. , . 
,;,:" Vh;~':~"B~P;Qnd, no less than does the futile wish ex-
:.~" '," - .·: ~~;'ii~~·~~,':~~t:{, .. , ' 
::;ptl$iii~;a ip. the childish jingle, "If 'ifs' and 'ands' 
.~:~:;}:;><. ~,: .. .'-' . 
:.;(.~.€~e , p·ots an4 pans. II "Where the I machine I controls 
>:.<" . i'.!, j'~ • 
politics the vot e r has ceased to speak in the conven-
tion. His voice is lost in the course of its tr~ns-
mission. The delegates are not representative of a 
body of citizens but of a narrow ring of politicians. 
The conve ntion is n ot the mouthpiece of the people, 
but of the 'machine' .1'1 The fine theory, spun out 
to an unwarrantable len~th, sna ps under the strain. 
The defects of the national convention sys-
tern, and of the sc h eme of indirect nomination in gen'-
eral, are either organic or functional. The term 
organic will be used to desi gnate the faults the 
origin of wh ich dates from the founding of the insti-
tution itself', the roots of which lie btiried deep in 
the found a tions of the system and the exist~nce of 
which is so interwove n wi th that of ,the convention 
that no hope can be entertained of freeing it from 
• them. By functional faults are to be understood those 
which have developed during the lifetime of the sys-
tern; they a re external and , while serious, do not ne-
cessarily incapacitate the convention from being em-
ployed further. 
The organic faults of the national conven-
tion a r e irremediable; and they are serious enough to 
preclude its continued use as an a be ncy of democratic 
government. The'usefullness o f the convention system 
1 Meyer, Ope cit. p . 55. 
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has been destroyedbecaus~ ' or ",the '~i¢ady undermining 
that has taken place. No amount of pruning or lop-
ping can free the institution of these inherent im-
perfections. 
When 'King Caucus was displaced by ou~ ' pres~ , 
ent machinery, the founders ,of 
ional nominations declared its 
.! ,~ 
1sti c was ' its repres,enta ti ve nature ,a:~d so '1 tis ill :' 
J , ' ;-' ~ • 
. ~ r 
theory as we have seen. 
- , ,J' 
Today 1 ts mos,t vulnerable : . . . ,',.,' .. . '. 
point, and the one most violently a~sailed by its ' 
critics, lies in its non-representative nature. The 
theory presupposes that every party member ~ o;~ : ,a IJla-
jori ty' oi' them, will , attend the, elementary Ga~cu~. " 
' . '- ! ' . ' .: :, -, 
Each individual, in fact, ntu~:d;' pOE>'Sess untra~el1ed " , ' 
:freedom to enter the ' primary and mU8t ,a.o'tu~: d.y : attend, 
if, the inst1 tutlon is to have apy ' juat ,pke,te,ns~~>ns 
' . ' .' ':'<,,;" ,~ . 
.. ' ! .... ...... . , 
fOr labelIng itself d.emocratlc .:SU,t'·w~t:- aretbe facts? 
:rwt!tlJ.w through the 1~d1ffer~n~~ ' Qf ,the voters, 
it must be confessed, and partly :through the machi-
, . , 
nations of the e:ver'l"present ' ,bapdQf., veteran office-
.' 
, "I' 
holde,rs and politicians, ,'the /vGters long since began 
to stay away from the caucus. Of course, there ,is no 
real reason why the voters should not have taken an 
1ntepest in the nominations. It was of vital impor~-
, 
ance that they should do "so. But the syetemi$ com-
plex; it, ls, a , long perio'd from the election of a 
half dozen men in the early spring in a dir.ty, up-
stairs, baok alley room, frequently at ' 8;~ inconven-
, 
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ient hour, to the pageantry and im~ortance of the: n~t-
ional party conclave in June. The.vote~ is unable to 
see the connection and relation betweep the . two. They 
are disassoc iated phenomena to him. He fs ~~rprised 
beyond measure to be informed that the proceedings 
of the "Chicage convention" or the ·'"Baltimore' conven-
tion" rests on the action taken in the] pOOrly light-
ed and ventilated room over the corner grocery sto~e. 
He will sit up half the night to hear "who has ~ot 
the nomination" but he never for an instant consid~ 
ered attending the caucus, even if through chance or ' 
accident he knew such a meeting had been ~alled; 
To such a condition~ ' the local "whe~l~ 
horses" have contributed much. ' Intox.icated by the 
sense of autho~ity and power which the situation 
yielJ.s , t.hey have been well content to take over the 
management of the caucus; they have extended but a 
grudging welcome to the citizens who have .ventured 
in; and as these have seen that they were not wanted , 
they have given up with indifference and without a 
sense of the importance of such a surrender. As a 
., , 
conse quence , more and more authority and influence 
has come to be wielded by these local party managers, 
until a half d.ozen or more may have usurped the funct-
ions of a thousand voters. So keen has the comp~titiori 
for delegates at the supe rior conventions become, that 
it is made well worth the while for the local politic-
, ,~. 25 
ians to present men who will listen and vote as dir-
ected. 
This fault lies at the very basis of the 
convention system. It is a part of' its very texture 
and substance. Any system which interposes as many 
steps, stages and gradations of delegated authority 
in the way of a definite expression of the desire of 
the electorate as does the present nominating machin-
ery is bound to work as unsatisfactorily. It is not 
necessary to prove or even to consider at this time 
the existence of similar ' machine combinations in each 
successive stage; for if the voters do not participat'e 
in the elementary caucus, no matter how perfectly the 
following conventions may be a dministered, the much-
boasted representative character has been eliminated 
beyond recall; and what happens after that stage can 
be of no more than passing interest to the voter. He 
may volunt.lsr'ily consent to be bound by its actions, but 
, 
in reality he has ~o more a part in its councils, and 
no more voice in its deCisions, than if he were of 
the opposite party. 
The theory of instruction itself, either for 
men or measures, is the most farcical or all the 
claims advanced by i tsdefende rs. 'The delegates are 
~;·./~p.ppdsed to be elected and sent to the next hi ghest 
';~i4,~::~~~'; I ." ~" t 
·':· :~jqnvent. i ~n instructed for certain candi dates and cer-
'.\ ~.;;' '~ ,) , ", " ~' 
!'1, - ' .~. "o(.~' '. . .... , 
tain ";pla.,:t>f :Qrm : planks. Certainly, democracy has scored 
'~,_ ~ I .;~ .; \ '!'(,':~',: f-<~ ~ .::' . 
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again. But what happens in practise ag.in differs 
from the theory. No such transmission of instructions 
is possible; obligations are easy to shift and little 
heed is ,tJaid to them; the evil is done when the ac-
count of it is published and no remedy exists. 
Why have twenty-nine of our commonwealths 
abandoned the convention for the nomination to offic-
es wi thin the state, ai'ter nearly a century of use? 
Why have twelve of our states a direct primary con-
trolled by law for the selection of delegates to nat-
ional conventions, and three others l made provision 
for a direct party vote wi thin the state'l Why else 
than for that most fundamental of all reasons that 
the convention system has ceased to ' be an instrument 
of democracy; that all attempts ~t reform of it or 
through it have failed; that its very existence has. 
perverted free republican institutions; and that it 
hat> become an instrument wnereby a small' ring can 
control the votes of a state ~nd deliver tham tied 
and labeled to a state or a national convention, 
while the voters look on in impotence. The con-
vention is no longer a democratic agency. No other 
institution has ever been pre sented with so many al-
1 Fla., Ariz., and La.; but since there is no leg~l 
organization of the Republican party in La., and only 
impotent organizations in Fla. and Ariz., held togeth-
er through federal patronage, for all practical pur-
poses these primaries for national delegates are state-
wid,e also. 
luring recommendations; no other has 'so fallen from 
its pedestal; no other has contained so much possi-
bility for good and been so productive of evil; no 
other has proved so threatening to the perpetuity of 
our i'rarne of government. Here is reason enough for 
an immeJiate abandonment of the convention, and the 
installation of a system that is as democratic as 
elections themselves. Every theory of the convention, 
in its turn, has broken down when the test of practi-
cability has been put to it; 
But serious as the ~efects of the conven-
tion are, even when men of ordinary honesty and some 
pretensions to respectibility adminIster it, when it 
is managed by the ringster and boss the condition is 
aggravated a thousand-fold. Black pages are found a-
plenty in the history of our elections;l but the 
blackest crimes in the political category are con-
nected with nominations. From local caucus to nat-
ional conventIon there is Dne successi~n of criminal 
acts. Every convention, filled with opportunity for 
the corruptionist and brigand of politics, bears not 
only its own burden but groans under the weight 'of 
iniquities to which it succeeds from its predecessor. 
The writings of every authority on the convention 
and those of every publicist teem With illustrations 
of the manner in which the electorate, or such part 
of it for whose sentiments the ward boss will not 
1 " 
Cf. the sale of votes by citizens in Adams County,O. 
:" . 
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vouch, is deprived of participatiori in the primary. 
"Snap conventions," "Pudding ballots," coercion, cor-
ruption, frauds, intimidati6n, false registration of 
those not enti tled to vote, re'jection of those eligi-
ble and a thousand other subterfuges are employed by 
the ringsters in efforts, generall~ successful, to 
control the nominations for local office and the sel-
ection of the delegates. So flagrant are the abuses 
and so outraged have the decent members of the elect~ 
orate become by the procedure of the caucus managers, 
that they have Wl thdrawn from the unequal contest~' 
Name over some of the state and national boss~s--Tag-
gart, Murphy, Quay and Hanna, wpose activities have 
imperilled the safety and lntegrl ty o:t" the nat,ion to r 
a far greater degree than did the treasonable "mach-
inations of a Burr or an Arnold. Inqufre where the 
source of their power lies and it wll1be discoveI"ed 
that the convention is their stronghold. To lose the 
the caucus and power of making the nominations is to 
lose the election and the office; and the machine has 
done neither. Extra-legal in constitution, complex 
in nature, unresponsive in action and undemocratic in 
results, the convention has readily lent itself to the 
devious and sinister manipulations of the bosses. The 
machinery of the caucus has run, or stopped or . Slowed 
down 'at the nod of the man who has made politics his 
business and offices his stock in trade, until the 
caucus ha.s become the actual, "visiblE;: floI'm of 1;.~$t , 
intangible thing, the "machine." 
The culmination of the plottings, the cor-
ruption and jobbery is found in the nationalconven-
tion. The stakes are high; , the prize is mast likely 
, 
to go to the faction which ventur~~the most. Here 
, , ' 
are to be found the master minds :of ,'.:1ntri b'Ue, engaged 
in the disposition of the offic~ Of president, the so-
called "highest gift in the hands of the people." 
The true story of the ~dea:18 if and "frame-ups If 
at a national conv~ntion h~ve ne~er been told and like-
ly never wi.ll ; they ' aI'eknoJ(.n ,~oniY1:.<> those who are 
immediately 'concerned ; . iti' th:~m ',and the fabled oyster 
" , 
is loquacity ,itself in comparison with the perpetra-
tors. Naturally, ' a thief :doesnotbulletin his crimes. 
But parts of the ' story are frequently told. At the 
time of the oonventions, the papers are filled with 
" 
accounts of , "trades" and "combinations lt : Delegate X 
has been promi~ed such an office , ,while Delegate Y 
is openly charged with having accepted a "large 
, , 
roll of b111~." All such ,charges are, of course, to 
be scaled down from th~ eJetravagant printed accounts, 
but each , c~nta1ns'ts grains of truth; and every re-
cognizedauthoI"ity on the convention is forced to 
admi t " that , there< i ,s ' only ' too abundant evidence of 
~p.ep{ebce has shown that in conventions at 
which candidates for the most lmp9rtant public office 
are chosen there have been a. sufficient number of 
weak or corrupt delegates who could be bought with 
gold to enable the politic~l cabal to control nomin-
ations. Indeed, it may be said that the mor~ import-
ant the convention, the greater irtducement to buy de-
legates and the greater - ihe certainty of their being 
bought •.••. Personal cOnsiderations, ranging from 
the hig~est to the lowest, will sometimes intervene 
between the wishes of the voters and the choice of 
the candidates •.. The pressure that is ' brought to 
bear upon delegates through personal influences, pol-
itical prestige, use of money, threat and cunning du-
plicity is tremendous and well-ni6fl irresistible ••• 
Again and again we fi 'nd disgraceful instances of de-
legates who In;t.he hour of temptation fail in strength 
and sacrafice their honor as w~~r as the sacred t~ust 
confided in them by their cone·hi tuents, for money, 
office or policical advantage •••. It is perhaps not 
too much to say that the flyera-ge de'legate hopes to 
have his p'ersonal fortun6~",\,affected by the selection 
of this or. that man. He endeavQ;rs to work his way 
in the convention in tbat ', dit'ection in which he can 
at the same time best wOr.k .,his, 'consti tuents for further 
support •••• The position 'of the delegate is purely 
honorary and requires much time. Men of business fre-
quently refus'e to accept '1 t fo,n this reason. Hence, 
the men who serve usually are in politics for purely 
selfish reasons. Not that they always and necessari-
ly entertain ideas of corruption but that they work 
for a pcvliticalfuture, or hope to earn pu'blic re-
ward f~bm their con~iltuents. Hence, the delegates 
who do hot fall a prey to the "ma~~ine", are strong-
lytempted to become the victims of their own sel-
fish aspirations.l 
Surely, if ever there was a system devised 
in the interests of the venal, the saleable and the 
political brigand, ,it is the convention syste~. The 
whole existing machinery of nominations encourages 
graft and develops grafters. Away from the sight of' 
their constituents, surrounded by a company who know 
exactly what is wanted, with innumerable alluring of-
1 Meyer, op. cit, pp~ 60-1. 
'.,-
. ' . 
fices held ber6retheir vie~~ the honest d~lega{e~ 
weaken and sellout in many instances. But the fault 
is the fault of the system. The wonder o€ it all is 
that human nature is strong enough to , .~esist to any 
, 
degree the pressure that may be; bro~~ht L to ·. bear on 
the delegate through offers' bf cash, favors, office, 
preferments or promotion in the p~rti.l And in only 
too many instances the delegate is venal to start 
wi th, being but a part of the regular "machine '~ , 
whose election has been secured 'at the elementary cau-
cus, or, if the deal were too flag r ant . to be perpe-
trated there, at 8o~e later stage, where there is less 
danger of interference, from the voters. 
The third of the organic faults is found in 
the promulgation of the platform. A citizen of only 
ordinary inte lli~ence knows that a "platform is made 
to get in offic~ ~n." "Party platforms are adr~itly 
drawn for the purpose of catchinS votes rather than 
for the purpose ' of development. or improvment of gov-
ernment and the condi tions of h~marti ty, "2. t'A pIa t-
form is invariably prepared bya small committee 
and usually adopted by: the g,eneral commi t tee, and by 
the convention, with little change. The tendency is 
I Federal patronage and vhe spoils system and their 
relation to the national convention will be treated 
. later under functional faults. 
2 Bourne, Federal Patronage, speech in Senate of 
u.s. on Feb~ 27~ 1911. 
neither to ' defifie nor to convibce, but rather to at-
tract and confuse. It is a mixture of denunci$tion, 
declamation and conciliation. • .Seldom in re~ent 
years have either platforms or the processes that pro-
duce them had a powerful influence on the maturing or 
clarification of public opinion. HI The platfdrm delis 
in platitudes, in extravagances, in profuse and mean-
ingless declarations, in gli ttering ge'nerali ties, in 
vacuous promises to do or refrain from dOing; and is 
skillfully drawn to throw a covering tif "prudent am-
bigui ty" over Ii ving-, pulsa tins issues on which it' , 
is desirous to seem to take a stand without actually 
becoming involved. The r~sistance e~lbited by a 
national party platform in the Un! ted Stat'es against 
incorporating any popular measure or u~gent reform 
may well excite speculation of ' a profitable nature. 
Why is a- platform? What practical purpose does it 
serve aside from catching votes? If there is real 
popular control of the na~lonal convention, if dele-
gates are sent to it by the people, under inviolable 
instructions for or against certain public measures 
and issues, why is it that their protests and recom-
mendations do not find expression in the platform? 
These are questions which the defenders of the pres-
ent system must ans~er. 
A platform, even of this nature, might be 
1 Bryce, American Commonwealth, 11:334. 
of some utility if it were to be administered honest-
ly. But the successful can~iuate had little part in 
framingth~ platform on which he was elected; and too 
many times he has little inclination to eXert himself 
in the matter. The platform and the candidate should 
supplement each other. But little is to ~e expected 
when a "conservative" is elected on a fairly prot" 
gressive platform,l and a "progressive" is at a loss 
when a platform filled with "jokers" is handed him 
to administer. 
Established as a "reasoning body where party 
policies might be carefully weighed and party issues 
thoroughly d~fined, and the platform drawn fro~ the 
best sources of calm thought,,,2 the convention is oft-
en the scene of the wildest demonstration, where party 
, . 
issues are "cooked and dried befor'ehand by a few self'-
constituted leaders and yelled into a pl~tform in 
frenzied excitement ••• Sober, sturdy thought cannot 
exist on such occasions, where emotion, instead of 
reason, prevails • .,3 
The convention , fails miserably in selecting 
the best vice presidential candidate. Twenty-six men 
have filled the office of president of the United 
states; two of these men died in office and three were 
~ Cf. Taft and the 1908 Republican platform, especial-
ly the tariff platform. 
2-3 Meyer, OPe cit. pp. 62-3. 
assassinated; hence in five cases the vice presidents 
have assumed the presidency. The succession, says 
Bagehot, is a happening "by which a man elected to a 
sinecure is fixed in what is for the moment the most 
important administrative post in the political world. 
. • .The framers of the constitution expected that the 
vice president would be selected by the electoral col-
lege as tthe second wisest man in the country. "I But, 
as soon as the Congressional Caucus, and later the 
national convention, arose, the vice presidential nom-
inations began to be based purely on despicable com-
promises. An examination will show 'that most of our 
vice preatdents and most of the vice presidential can-
didates on defeated tickets have been colorless non-
entities. liThe vice presidency being a Sinecure, a 
second-rate man agreeable to the wire-pullers is al-
ways smuggled in. The .chance of his succession to 
"2 the presidentship is too distant ' to be thought of. ' ',' 
The failure of the convention system to 
choose as prominent and capable men as can be secured 
for the vice presidency is an item scarcely ever 
thought of; but the importance of this piece of crim-
inal carelessness can scarcely be over-emphasized. 
The country consumes a vast deal of good breath talk-
ing over the merits of the presidential nominees, but 
I Bagehot, The English Constitution. p. 99. 
2 Ibid. note. 
'i. '. t 
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scarcely heeds their "running mates," men who likely 
were never heard of till, the time of the convention. 
and yet irreparable harm may come to the republic 
throUbh this b!'08Ch of what We ar'e ple1:1seu to term 
"American common sense." In the first of these five 
cases the party was almost disrupted l and government 
business stopped while the president and Congress 
wrangled. Fillmore, who succeeded T~tlor, ' was color-
less. The instance most threatening to the stability 
of the nation came in the succession of Johnson after 
Lincoln's tragic death in 1865; and still no heed was 
taken. Arthur, who succeeded ,Garfield, was an agree-
able surprise to the country.2 In only one of these 
cases, the latest, was the vice president of presi-
dential caliber and capable of securing a re-election, ' 
and this particular vice presidential nomination was 
forced by that element in the party which hoped thus 
':" 
to shelve a promisinb popular candidate. 0 
The 'vice' presidency is a sop used in the in-
terests of party harmony to appease a disbruntled fact-
ion or section, or to balance the ticket, ao that East-
erners and Westerners, Northerners and Southerners, 
free-traders and protectionists, "wetS" and "drys," 
1 Harrison-Tyler. 
2 His nomination, however, illustrates, the paint, for 
he was named as a spoilsman and as a sop to the N.Y. 
party bosses; he made a good president, unexpectedly 
turning against his old friends completely. 
3 Roosevelt in 1904. 
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farmers and manufacturers, progressives and reaction-
aries will have something in common on the ticket and 
may be held in line froma threatened defection. The 
fault is irremediable under the convention ,system; 
IIlo g -rolling and trading" is part of its regular pro-
cedure. 
Every 'writer on the procedure of the conven-
tion has incorporated in his account a description of 
the confusion, noise and bluster that p~evails. ~ Per­
iods of cheering an hour in length are not uncommon, 
when some favorite is named. These and similar at~ 
tempts to "stampede" the conven'tion possess all the 
spontaneity .of the wailing produced by a company of 
paid Oriental mourners. A hundred men seize the ban-
ners of their state; anpther state falls into line 
with flags and bannerql; a band enters the column; 
soon other delegations join in the proceSSion, and 
the stage is invaded while the helpless chairman vain-
ly calls for order. If the demonstration becomes riot-
ous, a platoon of police may be ordered ip on the mob 
to hurl the delegates into their seats. Still the 
friends of the convention system would have the coun-
try believe that here is gathered the political ac-
umen and wisdom and patriotiC that alone can select 
leaders and write platforms. Sense is drowned out by 
senseless racket; hoarse yellins and beating of drums 
takes the place of clear, calm reasoning. An orator 
37 
with magnetic delivery and commonplace utterances may 
persuade a convention of a thousand delegates to vio-
late their instructions. "Where feelinbs run riot as 
they so completely do in our modern conventions, their 
proper function as rational, deliberative bodies is en -
tirely destroyed."l 
Certain minor organic faults remain to be con-
sidered. Bourne declares that in "every presidential 
campaign there is a long period of waste or diminu-
tion of full efficiency of brains, money and muscle 
due to the uncertainty as to who the presidential 
nominees will be, then who will be elected, and last, 
what the policies of the successful candidate will be 
after election;" so that "hundreds of millions of 
dollars" are now wasted through industrial inactivity 
due to unsettled conditions incident to a change of 
administration. 2 Meyer says of another of these 
faults: "Thoug~ · Congressional and 16gislative cau-
cuses were wiped out, the poison was still to remain 
(in the convention) to ·vitiate American politics from 
then on. Their presti ge, as being composed of me mbers 
of the highest legislative bodies, gave their decls-
ions a hi gh moral sanctlon. u3 The notion of party 
loyalty has grown upon the people; and the matter 
1 Meyer, Ope cit. p. 63. 
3 Meyer, Ope cit. p .• 13. 
2 Bourne, Ope cit. p. 7. 
!~8 ,' ' 
of abiding by the caucuses, constantt'y keptb:~f'ore 
, " \ 
th~ voters I eyes, has dulled the 'e1.ect61"'at.e 'i:nto a 
blind acceptance of the regular nominations. To 
bolt is to be followed with curses apd imprecations. 
Critics of the convention lay much stress on the 
evil practise of naming respectable, well-known 
citizens as dele gates with a full knowledge that 
they cannot serve so that their places may be fill-
ed by proxies, who are named of cQurse to suit the 
machine. l And lastly serious results may arise from 
" 
I 
the practise of instructing for "second choice" since 
it ' presents the opportu.ni ty of substi tut.ing for the 
first choice some third party, unknown to fame. This 
trading and log-rolling is a grave practise when the 
fact previously stated ·is recalled that no binding 
obligation rests on the delegates to follow the in-
structions and they are free to 'interpret them as 
they see fit. 
As has been said, the functional faults of 
the convention are external arid do not necessarily 
vitiate it. But these faults are as serious as are 
the organic evils, and their presence is as keenly 
felt. The institution may be freed from them if vig-
orous remedies are resorted to; but that such will 
be undertaken seems unlikely. 
1 
Meyer, op. cit. p. 59. 
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Without question, the most serious function-
al fault lies in the participation of federal office-
holders and ~referees of patronage" in the national 
convention. The Constitution specifically ex~ludes 
federal officers from the electoral college, but a 
graver evil results from their appointment as dele -
gates to the conventions. The spirit o£ the Con-
stitution is flagrantly violated. A self-perpetua- . 
ting machine is created, one no less offensive than 
the old Congressional Caucus and only sli ghtly less 
a usurpation of the ri ghts of the people. In the 
rlational convention the spoils system and the twin 
evil of federal patronage hold their sway . Through 
their agency, nominations by nattonal converitions 
have become the "exclusive work of poli ticians w·hich 
t h e electorate of the whole United States is permit-
ted to wi tnees only ~n gaping expectancy at the polls 
~n the succeeding November . "I 
liThe president, through his power of nominat-
~ng federal appointees, is the head of the greatest 
political machine the world has ever seen. 2 Whether 
the president be a shrewd politician himself or en-
tirely i gnorant of politics and delebating the power 
1 Bourne, op. ci t. p .• 7. 2 Bourne says that, in-
directly or directly, there are 384, 900 government 
employees with an annual payroll of ~345,000,000. 
Op. ci t. p. 7 __ 
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to another, the system is most pernicious."l This 
is manifested either through his attempts to secure 
a second term or to dictate his successor. Quota-
tions from recent speeches will illustrate these 
points : 
The president has come to be regarded as 
the head of his party, not as a candid~te only but 
as president. It is . a most pernicious doctrine. 
He has the power of appointment of thousands of fed-
eral officers in every part of the country •.• If 
he is reelected, the appointees may ~easonably ex-
pect to retain their offices •.. He is regarded by 
his appointees as their political chief, to whom 
they. owe allegiance because he appointed them •. He 
expects every man he appoints to support his polit-
ical aspirations. To fail is to be treacherous and 
ungrateful. They so regard it and so does he ... 
Every man holding an office by the appointment of 
the president has come, by common consent on the 
part of the politicians, to be one of his political 
supporters owing him personal allegiance. 2 
Three years ago we had a convincing exhibit-
ion of the power of a president to dictate • .his 
successor. At that time three-fourths of the Repub-
lican voters of my State were in favor of the renom-
ination of Mr. Roosevelt, and believin& that their 
wishes should be observed, I endeavored to secure a 
delegation from that state fa~orable to his nomina-
tion for a second elective term. But through the 
tremendous power of the Chief Executive and of the 
federal machine the ddlegates selected by our state 
«onvention were instructed for Mr. Taft . After the 
delegates were elected and instructed, a poll was 
. taken by one of the leading newspapers in Portland, 
· which city contains nearly one-third of the entire 
population of the State. The results indicated that 
the preference of the people of the State was 11 to 
1 in favor of Mr. Roosevelt as against Mr. Taft. 3 
I ' . 2 Bourne, Ope C1t. p. 11. Works, The Presiden-
tial Term, speech in Senate, Dec . 9-10,-r912 . Pp.6-7. 
The remedy this paper proposes, tObether with a far-
reac~ing extension and the exclusive use of the Mer-
it System will go far to eliminate this abuse. 
3 Bourne, Ope cit. p.7. 
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The whole convention system reeks with trades 
of the sacred vote of deleEated authority for pos t-
masterships, clerkships and even posts of national 
importance. The nominee accepts the position with 
a full knowledge of the debts he must discharge. 
That the dele&ates confer their votes in expectation 
of rewards of a pecuniary nature, the following Assoc-
iated Press dispatch will witness: 
DELEGATES WANT JOBS THEY TELL BURLESON 
Washington, March 11.- Postmaster General 
Burleson was confronted with a knotty problem today 
when former Governor Campbell of Texas, the post-
master general 's ow n state, presented a memdrial 
from the forty Texans who were delegates to the 
Baltimore conventionprotesting against the giving 
of any patronage to twelve congressmen from that 
state. According to the memorial these twelve 
congressmen, who were not named, are held by the 
forty delegates to be reactionary, and therefore 
not entitled to any plums at the hands of Presi-
dent Wilson or of the postmaster general . The 
memorial a s ked that the forty who stood solidly 
for Wilson Wilson at Baltimore be considered when 
the plum tree is shaken . 
Governor Campbell presented this memorial 
to the president today.l 
When demands of this nature are complied with , it 
cannot be maintained that there is any substantial 
difference between the practise an~ the sale of the 
off1ce of emperor in the decadence of Rome. 
A second abuse has only lately beb~n to at-
tract any considerable attention. IINational conven-
tions are not representative of the wishes of the 
1 Topeka Daily Capital, March 12, 1913. P.2. 
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members of the party who are depended on to cast the 
votes to elect the ticket . "l The states are repre -
sented in the convention as they are represented in 
Congress -- in proportion to population . 
In a Republican national convention a hope-
le s sly Democratic state has the same voting strength 
as a Republican state of the same' population . Geor-
gia casts the same vote in nominating the Republi -
can candidates as Iowa, and Iowa is quite sure ~o 
contribute to the election of the party candidate 
and Georgia is equally sure not to do so . The Repub-
licans of I owa cast, in 1900, 307,000 yates, while 
the Republicans of Georgia cast only 35,000 yotes . 
For the party candidate in 1900 the Republicans of 
Ohio cast 543,000 votes, while the Republicans of 
South Carolina, Mississippi and LouiSiana tqgether 
cast 23,565 yotes . In a national Republican- con-
vention, Ohio Republicans cast only 46 votes, while 
the . Republicans from the s e three Southern states 
may cast 52 . Why should not the voters of the party 
who are to be relied upon to elect the candidates b~ 
allowed to determine the party candidate and party 
policy?2 
Why , indeed, other than that to change the present 
scheme of repre s entation will cause the machine to 
lose the power these delegates conf er? In 1908, . 
980 delegates attended the National Republican con-
vention; 491 , or a majority, were nec~ssiry for a 
nomination . Now 
the Southern states and territories, glvlng no elec -
toral votes, with the exception of Maryland,which 
gave Taft and Sherman two out of ei ght, had 338 
votes, leaving 153 to be secUred tb give a majority _ 
Thus , it will be seen that unde r such circumstances 
any candi date controlling the delegations from South-
ern states and territories would have to secure only 
1 . 
Bourne, op. cit . p . 13 . 
2 Woodburn, Am~rican Political Parties and Party 
PrOblems in the United States . Pp . 152 -6~ 
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153 votes, while any other candidate would have to 
secure 4 91 votes from those states which give elec-
toral votes as well as d elegates. l 
• 
A similar condition exists in the Democratic 
con vent ion. ~any attempts have been made to reform 
this non-representative feature but to no avail. 
Southern n.epublican delegations continue to be IIvest-
p oc k et trading material!! for Republican bosses and 
Democratic delegations from rock-ribbed Republican 
states in the North remain subject to the will of 
Democratic bosses. 
The dominating power in the convention sys-
tem is the oligarchical national committee. Mr. 
Bourne say s in this connection: 
The Republican national committee consists 
of 53 members, one from each State , Territory , Dis -
trict and island possession. The Territory of Alas-
ka, with no electo r al vote and but two delegates in 
the convention, has the same representation and 
power in the national committee as the great State 
of New York , with 39 electoral votes and 78 de le-
gates. The committe e elects its own chairman and 
perfects its organization. It decides on place and 
ti me of convention. It recommends how many dele-
ga tes shall be admitted ·from each State and Terri-
tory , how the delegates and alternates shall be 
chosen in the various s tates, how the delegates from 
Territories s hall be selected, a nd recommen d s who 
shall serve as temporary chairman of the national 
convention. The chairman of the national committee 
calls t h e convention to order and senerally directs 
t h e campai gn. 
In the Republican national convention com-
mittees on credentials, permanent orGanization, and 
resolu tions are comp osed 9f one del e ga te from each 
State and Terri tory . Each state selects its own rep-
re s entative on these committees and offers them to 
the convention. The committee of p ermanent organ-
ization recommends the permanent chairman and con-
firms the other officers who are recommende d by the 
1 Bourne, op. cit. p.13-l4. 
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national committee. Control of the national com-
mittee by the administrat.ion gives tremendous power, 
which is made absolute if combined with control of 
the committeeob credentl~l~.l · If the operators of 
the machine find that, even~ithtbe ~dvantage of 
control of delegations from the Democratic States 
and the Terri tories, they will not have . ~no1).·gh votes 
in the convention to control . its action, contesting 
delegations will appear from a number of States, by 
seating som~ of which the nece~sary additional 
strength may be secured. . 
Already t he country is aroused to the fourth 
, . 
of' the great functional ev;ils, campai gn contribut.ions , 
from great corporations and "malefactors of great . 
wealth." No extended discussion of this ' subject is 
possible here. ' This a buse is J perhaps, noj.,,,;.tl1esole ,. 
product .of the convention ~y$tem,butls to be shared 
, r 
,J '. 
wi th the pnesent methQd. '01' conduct;ing campa1:.$ns, 
marked by lavish expend1<tuve ' of , mb;lJ:ey, oontr:t.buted 
by the trusts. The Ame1rlcan electorate 1s fully a-
ware th~tJ from the seleQt10n of ' the dele~ates at , 
the cauous to the election, the great 1ndustrial 
ent'erprises have taken a .prominent pa.rt.-'~ to,o prom-
. , . 
inent,in fact, to afford the publio any security 
that i" has b'een playing any part at all. Tile hypo-
critical pretense that such oont~ibutions are made 
in the pub lic interest .excites contempt. Such 
sta tements may well be treated with cynical indiffer-
enee by a public which is ndt .accustomed to seeing 
1 Of. the outra5e·olls action of the commi ttee on cre-
dentials in the "lfaft convention" in 1912, especially 
in unseat~ni the two dalifornia delegates. 
., 
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trust magnates release a dollar until it is _ ~e.son­
ably that it Will return with others of its kind 
adhering thickly to it. Trusts and corporations can 
have no legi timate reason for being in poli tics. or 
furnishing campaign money; there is no politics of 
business. l The country is demanding that such un-
called-for generosity shall cease. 
These are the conditions which a careful 
investigation has disclosed. The inherent weakness-
es of the convention have proved the cause· of its 
breakdown; and upon it have grown other serious, 
functional defects. Truly representative and respon-
sive in theory, its dismal failure may be attributed 
mainly to the fact that it is non-representative in 
practise. On the ruins of the theory there has been 
reared a machine, which, pretending to exist for the 
interests of the electorate, basely diverts its au-
thority to its own venal machinations and sordid 
plottlngs. The democratic element has·disappeared; 
the corrmon citizen stands as a pygmy before it. The 
party 1s powerless in its grasp. Instead of being 
the instrument whereby party spirit is aroused, the 
convention but strengthens the machine; it affords 
an opportunity for the machine to measure its 
1 See article, "Corporations in Politics," in Beard's 
Readlnes in Americ~ GoveEP~~nt anQ r~litic~, p.572, 
where Eavemeyer, the "sugar king-;-" defends corpora-
tion contributions to campaign expenses in a naive 
manner, in the course of a Congressional investiga-
tion. 
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strength; to weigh the popularity of its candidates; 
"to advertise and 'push good material; t to 'arouse 
enthusiasm among its workers ; t and to bind the ini-
quitous brotherhood ' of political schemers more 
closely together. ,,1 
From a rational deliberative a s sembly, capa-
ble of framing vital i ssues , it has become a body 
where ambiguous, meaningless platforms are written. 
From a place, fondly contemplated by its founders, 
where men of national vision and patriotism Would b e 
named, it has degenerated too often into a market 
place, where he who would possess must bid high in 
money and promise bf office. It has become a place 
where delegates, with the instructions of their con-
stituents before their eyes, have deliberately sold 
out for postmasterships. 
The national convention may continue to ex-
ist. The machine is powerful in the defense of its 
own cherish~d institution, but as an instrumentality 
of democracy it has fai led most, 'dismally . Call our 
present government, manned by nominees of the con-
vention, "government by the caucus and convention. 
It is not representative government. It , is not gov-
ernment by the people."2 
1 Meyer, OPe cit. p.64. 2 L~ Follette, Pri-
mary Elections. Address de livered before Michi gan-
Uni versi ty , 'Ann Arbor, March 12, 1898 . Ci ted in.' 
Jones, Readings on Parties ~Qd Elections, p .63. 
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alreadt been noted.) But it is only withi~ the ,past 
( 
ei ght years that a gitation can be sai,d to have reach-
e d t h e point of determination to bring about ~eform 
or change. 1 Spasmodic revolt has g iven way to un-
compromi s ing hostility_ 
1 Meyer's book referred to, written in 1902, fails 
even to prophesy the extension of direct primaries 
to the nati6na1 field, even for d elegates to nation-
al conventions. 
PAR T F I V E 
The Rem e d y A Na t ion alP ri m a-
r y For The Pre sid e n c y 
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In 1824, when it was urged that the conven-
tion system be adopted for presidential nominations, 
those who advocated it proposed nothing new; their 
remedy for the oligarchical usurpations of the Con-
gressional Caucus was merely anvxtension of the ex-
isting state nominating machinery. So, today, 
those who urge a change of system do not propose 
any Utopian plan involvIng destructive or revolu-
tionary eff~cts. They advocate the extension of the 
principle of the nominating system eXisting in two-
thirds of our commonwealths to the field of nation-
al politics. 
Aside from the almost unworkable nomination 
by petition, and after the indirect, unresponsive 
delegate convention system has been reJected, there 
remains but the direct primary method of nomination. 
It is not possible within the scope of thlspaper 
to enter into an elaborate discussion of the'direct 
primary in its history, theory, workings or present 
status in the commonwealths; nor is it necessary 
at this late hour to undertake extensive arguments 
to prove the advantages from the direct primary. 
It has become a settled maxim of commonwealth gov-
ernment that there is no adequate control over pub-
lic officers unless their nomination proceeds from 
direct primaries. The method is finding general 
f~vor, and "there can be little doubt that the dir-
ect primary system will continue to progress, sup~ 
planting the convention, until ultimately it cov-
ers the whole group of states. The direct primary 
promises popular control of the nominating machin-
ery and the over-throw and expulsion oi the party 
boss. It promises to drive out oligarchy, and to 
introduce democracy into the pa~ty sYQtem. . Mon-
strous abuses have arisen under the convention 
system and whether or not the direct primary can 
do all that its advocates promise, there can be lit-
tIe question that the people of the United States 
are disposed to give it a fair trial and will under-
take the experiment without much further delay."l 
As has been shown, the direct primary move-
ment in the states has progress~d u~tir twenty-nine 
of the forty-eight commonwealths, n~arly two~thirds, 
are now governed by officers nominated by the people 
directly; a return ' to the . old " plan '1s unthought of. 
, The most notabiteeharacteristic of primary 
election legi~lation during the 'past two years is 
the rapid extension of the application of the direct 
primary to national party machinery and mominations, 
through state, not national~ action. For years the 
steady advance ' of the direct primary movement con-
fined itself entirely to state party organization 
and nominations for officers within a single state. 
The selection of state party representatives in 
national party councils was passed over in silence, 
or expressly exempted: from the direct primary or 
leg~lly to ~e exercised indirectly through delegate 
1 Merriam, op. ' ctt., p~163~4. 
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conventions. The only influence exerted by the dir-
ect primary on national party operations was indir-
ect and roundabout. Hence the application of the 
direct primary to the choice of national committee-
men, delegates to national conventions, and the in-
struction of delegates through a presidential pref-
erence vote is a distinct innovation. It marks the 
loosening of the bonds of excess-control by nation-
al over party or~anization in the state, and consti-
ttites a long stride toward mak ing national party 
machinery and nominations subject to legal regula-
tion and more truly representative of the will of 
the rank and file of the party. 
Today fifteen states have laws that apply 
the principles of direct nomination to some phase 
of the procedure employed in naming a presidential 
nominee . It is clear then that the commonwealths 
are well enough pleased with the workings of the 
system in state affairs to extend it to the nation-
al field, so far a s they can. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that 
the principles of the direct primary can be applied 
to national political activities. Little time or 
space will be exhausted in arguing for the direct 
Vrilliar~, e~cept as it shall be necessary to prove 
that the rules already established in connection 
with its workings in the commonwealths can be extend-
ed to national nominations. 
Three separate methods of applying the dir-
ect primary to the national political field may be 
1 
L. E . Aylsworth, Presidential Primary Elections- -
Legislation of 1910-12, Am. Pol. Sci. Rev., Vol.6, 
No.3, p.429. 
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outlined; and they should be closely examined to de-
termine which is the remedy sought for 
1. The first is based on state control en-
tirely; it contemplates merely the extension of the 
proce~ure now existing in the presidential primary 
states to all the other states of the Union. Under 
this scheme the national convention will be retain-
ed; but the election of national delegates will be 
placed under commonwealth supervision; the selection 
of national delegates at the state conventions will 
be abolished and there will be direct primaries to 
name them; they will be instructed under a preferen- . 
tial vote; national party ·commltteemen will be elect-
ed at the same time. The national conventionl will 
thus be constituted of del~gates, elected under the 
laws with legal safeguards thrown about the elections. 
The advantages of this forward step are· read~ 
ily discernible. Advanced ground would be taken in 
t he matter of responsiveness; for the delegates, el-
ected by a popular vote and bearing a mandate given 
by the voters directly, would undoubtedly constitute 
a fai~ly representative body_ Many of the theories 
of the convention might then be realized. If the 
functional evil of disproportional representation 
1 For the time, no argument will be advanced to show 
the uselessness of maintaining the national conven-
tion; the point is fully touched on under the second 
alternative presented, ~.V. 
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were remedied, the institution would likelY ' regain 
considerable of public confidence and favor. The 
election bf national committeemen, entitled to take 
charge of the ensuing campaign, iristead of being 
heldover. from the previous quadrennium, would inspire 
the electorate with the possibility of realizing 
their wishes. 
But here commendation must give way to ad-
verse criticism. The nomination of a president is 
a matter of national concern; and the anarchy of 
forty-eight different kinds of state laws on an 
item of such importance would be unendurable. It 
is sub~ersive to national unity and dignity to let 
the statesexercise such high powers. ~he nAtional 
conventiQn is outside the j1?-risdiction of any ohe 
state; the states can have no effectl~e control over 
a national inetituti6n like this when they deal with 
it separately. ,S:ucha plan to be employed success-
fully would imply some sort of satisfactory and com-
plete legislation on the part of every state; ; but 
at present the widest diversity exists in the leg-
islation of the' fifteen primary states, and further, 
judging frmrn the ineffectual efforts some states 
hav~ made ~o secure commonwealth direct primaries , 
it may be , conj.ectured that there are "boss-ridden II 
states without the ability to enact legislation ne-
cessary to put this system into execution. Such 
, ' 
states would continue to act as f6rmerly and their 
'/ 
delegates would have a disastrous effect on the 
successful workings of the , convention under the 
proposed plan . Again , it is pertine~t to enquire 
whether national conventions in the future will 
continue to seat delegations from presidential 
primary states. Nothing would be easier than to 
disregard them and seat contesting delegations 
through pretended examination of election certifl-
cates~ An example is to be seen in the rejectIon 
of the two California delegates, elected on a state-
wide ticket ,which carried by over 70,000 votes, at 
". 
the "Taft conven,tion" at Chicago in last June, and 
the acceptance of two -bogus delegates in their plac-
, , 
es. Theconverition must riot be .llowed to go into 
. " " , 
an examination of .the ale,ctlon of t -h:8 :,'4~legatee; for 
,. " . 
when it has thisauth:<.h·l ty; it };lae tl:l,e p:q,wer to null-
ify the whole sCheme. ", dletP"ly" then" the remedy for 
" \ '. . . .. 
this and similar abuses -tlru~t be to place the na ti on-
a1 conventiqn under lelal restraint; its actions 
. must be prescribed by law. No state can le gislate 
for the national party conclave; acting in concert 
they cannot . The inev~table conclusion must be that, 
if the national conventions are . to be put under law, 
the only b9dy c~p~ble ' of passing such a law is the 
I 
federal ,go\fernmen,t. 
,- ~ ~ , .' 
.( 
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Such legislation can alone insure adequate 
control; prevent the thwarting of the public will; 
keep out the anarchy of a half' hundred kinds of 
state laws; supply the dignity pertaining to any 
national institution and insure the actual benefits 
any such remedy promises. Evidently, state control 
is but a step in the right direction. The efforts 
being made to secure it show that the states fully 
realize the needs an~ are doing their best to apply 
remedla~ agencies; but there is a fatal lack of pow-
er in the commonwealths, and such a plan does not 
provide a satisfactory remedy. Federal control may 
be set down as the first requisite in any adequate 
system of reform. 
2. The second plan to be outlined is con-
trol by the national government over the national 
nominating machinery and the retention of the con-
vention itself as part of the new s'ystem. ' Just 
what is included under the term, "federal control," 
is fully detailed under the third alternative and 
a brief resume must suffice here: a federal law 
shall be passed providing for the election on a 
fixed day in the several states of delegates to the 
national party conventions; a presidential preferen-
tial vote shall be taken, which shall shall serve 
as instructions to the dele&ations; a national party 
committeeman shall be elected from each state; names 
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of candidates for the presidency shall be placed on 
the ballot by petition; provision shall be made for 
new parties; voting shall be by states, artd primary 
electoral votes shall be given in proportion to vot-
ing strength; federal officeholders shall be barred 
from candidacy for delegateships. These general 
statements show the scope of the proposed feder~l 
control control of the national convention. l 
That the peculiar t rleories of the old na-
tional convention. would be retained and realized un-
del" such a scheme more satisfactorily than under 
any other is hardly open to doubt. It offers a very ' 
happy compromise between the conventlonsystem and 
the direct primary . Responsiveness . and direct repre-
sentation ' would be afforded by the ' latte~, while the 
assembling of the delegates provides an .op}J)oi-tunlty ' 
for delibera'tion, 'for the formulation of a plat-
form, for arousing party interest, '£or smooth ing 
out sectional claims and presenting a solid front to 
the opposition. Such at least would be the theory. 
1 Several bills proposing federal control, the use 
of a national direct primary and the retention of 
national convention have been proposed. See Senate 
Bill 5894, 62" Cong., 2" Ses., March 18, 1912, by 
Mr. Cummins: "To establish a primary election for 
nominations by poli~icalpartie8 for preSident ," etc.; 
and H. R . 25,498, same seSSion, June 22 , 1912: "To es-
tablish a unifQrm preferential primary for all ' cand i-
dates for the presidency, and other purposes ;" and 
H. R . 25,884" july 22, 1912, with the same title; both 
introdu~ed by Mr. Rowlands. 
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But it has been clearly indicated that the 
, 
country is demanding a change in existing national 
nominating institutions, and no half - way reform will 
serve. Whatever system is adopted must be no com-
promise but a strai ght out and out remedy. The term 
"convention" sounds odious in the ears of an elec-
torate, so often robbed of power and thwarted by 
it. ~nowing well how the convention has worked in 
past quadrenniums, the public will be slow to be -
lieve that, even if the delegates shall be chosen 
by popular vote, it will function satisfactorily in 
the future. Abuses will remain in t he convention to 
taint the proposed plan'. 'llhe , resul ts of such a com-
I 
promise , can ' only be conjectured, but it is ' evident 
that there would be no sure ' guarantee that public 
opinion would have its perfect way; every indication 
, , 
points to the fact that' the weak spot 'in' this second 
alternative is the convention. The old ... time evils 
would cont1'nue to flourish almost undisturbed. 
Any scpeme of nomination which interposes 
needless checks in the way of ' a definite expression 
of the public mind should be abolished. This is 
the basic fault of the convention. The truth of 
this statement is manife~ted by the instanbes of 
" , 
those states which have adopted the direct primary 
but whioh ~aV'e ,never been afflicted by the "maChine" 
or by bosses. The reason is to be ascribed to the 
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determinat ion of the electorate to make its own nom-
i nati on s for itself, and to refuse lonser to take 
the c hance of having its wishes thwarted. Indirect 
election of the pres i dent of the president has brok-
en down ; the electoral c o l lege is a farce : the vot-
ers practically elect the president d irectly . The 
electoral college is useless, and so is the .nation-
al convention. The colle ge offers little opportun-
ity f o r nullifying t he publ ic choice; while the con-
vention affords the greatest opportunities for over-
ridinb it. The convention i~ not only useless but 
vicious and frau ght with danger to popular rule. The 
convention defenders declare it acts for the voters 
of the ·party and is democratic; ostenSibly they re-
pose sovereiGnty in the people. NOW, plainly, eith-
er the convention is de mocratic, in whicp case, be-
cause of abuses, organic or functional, it has be -
come unfitted for further employment; or else t he 
convention is not democratic in principle; and 
therefore in either case a new system will have to 
be devised. If the electorate is dissatiSfied with 
conventions and the convention system of indirect 
nominations, true friend s of popular governfuent 
can do no more than assist in securing a better plan 
of choosinb candidates for public office. As Prof. 
Eerriam suggests: it is unfortunate for the conven-
tion that the foes of popular government are its 
strongest supporters. 
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lsi t not absurd to deny ,the power to the 
electora te to nomin~te directly when the power to 
elect, practically directly , has be en conferred? 
How can the friends of the national convention 
argue against direct nominations and pretend mean-
while to be friends of the pe ople's rule? Intelli. -
gence does not vary with the calendar; the people 
are as capable of nami~b ~arty nominees in Septem-
ber as of choosing public officers in November. 
Whether we will it or not, popular select -
ion of national delegates is coming ; already one-
third of the states has adopted such laws. It 1s 
certain that the nation-wide extension of the plan 
is but a matter of a few years . But state regula ;;" 
tion is unthinkable. Neither are the people dis-
posed to retain the national convention. The per-
fect theory of the convention implies that the pop-
ular will is to be minutely carried out, but the 
voice of the people becomes too inaudible to be 
heard by the time the convention assembles. 
If a scheme of direct nominations can be 
devised which will transact ~ith ~implioity and ciis-
patch the business heretofore laid on the convention, 
there can no longer be any reason for retaining the 
institution. The two essentials, the, for a new sys-
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tern of direct nomination must be federal control 
and the abolition of the convention in national 
politics. These form the basis for the third alter-
native. 
3. One of the many _ methods suggested in 
the Constitutional Convention for the election of 
the president was a direct vote; but, says Benton, 
"because the opinion prevailed that the mass of the 
people would not be sufficiently informed, discreet 
and temperate to exercise with advantage so great 
a privilege as that of choosing the chief magistrate 
of a Breat republic," the electoral college was de-
vised, only to break down almost before it was set 
up. This same theory of the people's incompetence 
was held in re gard to nominations. But one friend 
of the people stood forth to ins~st on their abil-
i ty. Thomas H. Benton, on the o.eath of. King Caucus 
in 1824, proposed a plan for a direct election to 
do away with national nominating machinery and the 
electoral college as well. The plan was simple: 
"the mode of taking the direct vote to be in dis-
tricts, and the person receiving the greatest num-
ber of votes for preSident or vice president in 
any . district, to count for one vote for such office 
respectively. "1 A committee of which he was chair-
1 Benton, op. cit., I: ch. 37. 
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man in the session of 1824-5 brought in a finished , 
amendment, proposing that each state be divide~ ih-
to as many districts as the state had elect6r~1 
votes; on the first Thursday and Friday in August 
of the presidential election year the people were 
to vote by districts for the president and vice 
president; Congress should meet on the second Mon-
day in October to canvass these district votes; 
the presidential candidate with a majority was to 
be preSident, and if there was ho majority, a second 
election was to be held in Deceijlber, on the first 
Thursday and Friday . In case of a tie, the House ' 
should then choose one as preSident , and the Senate 
the vice president .l 
Undaunted by its failure to darry in either 
house, Benton declared~ , hThere ~hO~~d 'be no despair 
on account of ~he failures . already suffe~ed. No 
great reform is carried suddenly.'11 ,1p. 1844, stirred 
\ 
by the treachery of the Democratic convention ' to 
2 
Van Bu~en, he again issued a phillipic - against the 
convention system, blistering in its fierceness. 
Almost every evil of the modern convention is detail-
ed in his description: over-representation of the 
non-Democratic states, trade~, violation of popular 
1 
Ben'ton, Ope ci t. , JI: ch. 78-9. 
2 
Benton , oi t", II: 591-6. Ope 
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some plan must have sprung up to provide unanimity 
of action . A regular election in the party to sel-
ect the party candi J ate is the only logical solu-
tion of the difficulty . 
The objections to the third alternative are 
practical or legal. The practical wi ll be consid-
ered first . 
, Logically , the first inquiry is: Who will 
be candidates? Each party wil l select the individ-
ual in whom it has the greatest confidence, just as 
the nation in Nove mber selects the candidate in 
whom it reposes the greatest trust . Bourne offers 
a concrete answer:" "Generally, I believe the sel-
ections wi ll be from governors of States who have 
made good executives. Occasionally some man may 
arise who solves some great problem or originates 
some new idea i mproving the genera l welfare . "1 
Senators, may ors of large cities, and others who 
have exhibited great administrative ability and de -
votion to the public service will be chosen. Can-
didates for the nomination wi ll be the finest cit-
izens the nation boasts. No longer will it be ne~­
cessary for a presidential aspirant to cringe in 
fawning ,servility before a conv~ntion; no 10n6er 
will the popular candidate see his claims disre -
1 Bourne , op. cit., p . 7 . 
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garded for a candidate who is more "available." 
Availability will give way to ability. Fair, equal 
and clean competition, now provided within our com-
monwealths between candidates for all offices will 
be extended to the national political arena. Be-
fore the eyes of every national political character 
will be placed the presidential possibility and ev-
ery assurance given that the competition will be fair 
and Bqual and based on past services rendered. Ev-
ery nominee will be selected on merit; not to secure 
the votes of certain states or placate certain fact-
ions in the party. The candidate selected will be 
free from any entangling alliances, for no political 
plunderbund c~uld or can give him his office. The 
benefit to the civil service will b~ incalculable. 
Again: How will the pandidate f~p the nom-
ination get before the public? During the making 
of the record on which he will later base his claim 
to the presidency, the aspirant is in .the public eye. 
Hiram Johnson, governor of California, secured his 
place on the 1912 Progressive ticket because he led 
the winning fight on the Southern Pacific "machine;" 
Woodrow Wilson was named for the presidency in 1912 
because of his progressive administration in New Jer-
sey, during Which his acts were matters of common 
knowledge in every part of the nation; and he later 
won the presidency on this same gubernatorial re-
cord. After he has announced himself as a candi-
date, the aspirant will tour the country, make ~peech-
es in many places on various occasions and maintain 
a press bureau, just as was done by all the ' numerous 
candi dates in 1912 for the presidential nomination; 
in no respect will the new' system di f fer from the 
old or from the practise which is obtaining in the 
presidential primary st~tes at present, or would ob-
tain under the first and second alternatives. Nor 
will there be any change in the ma nner of conductinb 
the campaign .after the nom;inations are mad'e; for there 
will be the same party o~ganization in nation, state, 
county and voting precinct; national committeemen 
and precdlhct commi tteemen , will be retained. Undoubt-
, 
edly ther.e will be less. "red fir.e tt i gni ted, less po-
litical "hot air" "expended , fewer extravagant and 
misleading statements promulgated, and more sanity 
and clear si ghtedness manifested on the part of the 
voting public. 
:, While . it is not in the field of this paper 
to propose a specific remedy for the curse of cam-
; 
paign contributions from corporations and "inter- . 
eated individuals," yet it may be well to indicate 
that any reform which ma y be made will fit i nto the 
scheme here being proposed. Publication of the list 
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of contributors before and not after the election 
is imperative. Whether large industrial companies 
and their promot~rs shall be allowed to c6ntribute 
or whether the campai gn expenses shall be met only 
from the pockets of the private citizens; whether 
the government shall set aside a sum for the campai gn 
expenses of the nominees, as has been proposed, or 
whether the matter shall continue to go unregulated 
by legal restrictions: these are problems to be sol-
ved in this field. One thing is certain: reform is 
a crying necessity in the face of the tremendous and 
dangerous (i.e., to the purity of elections) expen-
diture of money now lavishly poured out in each pres-
idential campaign. 
Because of the fact that the states now pay 
the expenses of the regular Nove mber elections, where 
members of the House and presidential electors are 
selected, and where senators will be named under the 
seventeenth amendment, it seems advisable to ask the 
states to pay the cost of the presidential primary; 
but, since nearly three -fourths of the states now 
have state primaries, by combining the two ~ the ex-
penses will not be mu ch heavier. It should be not-
ed in this connection that : if presidential primaries 
are generally adopted, as will be the case if no na-
tional primary is established, the states must bear 
this expense. The matter of cost can not fibure 
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largely in the arguments against such state pres i-
dential primaries. 
The practical politician may assert that 
there will be a loss of' party spirit and a genera l 
lettin8 down of public interest in no~ination and 
election . He will, however, not adduce as proofs 
the experiences of the state primaries , either for 
naming candidates for the state officers or for el-
ecting and instructing delebates to the national 
conventions. His charges are all the more absurd 
when it is remembered that a half dozen schemers 
and professionals of his k ind now represent the 
electorate in the primary caucus where all the party 
voters are supposed to be present to participate. 
Even if only t en per cent . of the voters should par-
tici pate in the primary, he cannot deny that the 
numbe r is probably a hundred times larger than those 
who attend h is che rished caucus. His concern is sus-
p icious. lIe is only too well a ware that with all 
the citizens free to partici pate, as th~ big major-
ity will d o, h is power will soon d isappear. Is it 
not reasonable to believe that the elec torate will 
be much more vitally interested in an e lection be-
tween candidates of t he ir own choosing? 
There is more in his a s sertion that d is-
gruntled , rejecteJ cand i dates will bO ov e r to t he 
enemy, bearing their supporters with them. He 
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prophesies an end to organized party eXistence. When 
a distinction is made between the reasons for such 
defections his argument is exploded . They may be of 
two sorts: defections based on principle , or because 
of minor and personal considerations. In the first 
case is exhibited the vital principle of independ-
ent citizenship: Stay in the party of your choice 
as long as your political ideals and theories coin-
cide with those it professes; when a difference comes 
and your conscience suffers q.1 remaining, then leave. 
Such actions gave the nation the Republican party 
of 1856-60 and colved the slavery issue of a half 
century 's standing. The Clays, Websters and Doug-
lasses must ever re g,ard the Sewards, Chases and Lin-
coIns as political heretics, traitors to establish-
ed compromi ses, destroyers of party harmony and en-
err.ies to organization. The second class of defect-
ions may indeed occur; but they are as likely to oc-
cur in one party as another, balancir.g the effects. 
The assertion may be made that they are more likely 
to occur uhder the convention system than under the 
pri mary scheme; and the stickler for organi zation 
is as lik~ly to find himself in the number who re-
volt as are ano others. The classic example of 
this "crime tl . in J~ansas was the knifing of Governor 
Stubbs in the 1912 senatorial campaign, when the 
"organization men," dissatis fied with the primary 
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results, threw their influence and ' votes for his 
opponent. Such defections have attended elections 
ever since the Cons~itutiop was adopted. "Bolting 
conventions" have been ma~ked features of many 
national conclaves. Rifts in party organiiations 
are as likely to occur .after conventions as after 
primaries . No apparatus has ever been devised to 
keep voters in the party who · are determineq to 
leave; none ever will; none is desirable. 
What time shall elapse between the primary 
and the election? No arbi trary period is s·et, but 
a month or six weeks would seem to be sufficient. 
The turmoil and disturbance attending a national 
election is not especially agreeable, and only time 
enough should elapse to give the country a satis-
factory opportunity to compare the t~o or three 
main candidates, to digest the principles at is-, 
sue and to come to a decision. No long perfod 
\ 
of time is necessary. To s~t the election in ten 
days would not be desirable, owing to the necessity 
of allowing time to settle primary contests which 
may occur and of avoiding the appearance of undue 
haste, yet few will assert that the country would 
not be competent then to dispose of it. 
Admittedly the most-difficult of the prac-
tical problems is the framing of the platform. How 
n The d1·fficulty in answering this is it to be done~ 
I .'. t '.,. ! . . ..,-
query 11es not in ' " proi.Yo.sin~g a plan whi'ch:W1 11 pro-
~, \;, ~. . 
~ .'. 
vide the party wi til as good a ' platform 'a.s i ~ ;, 'seoures 
under the convention, ' for any ' platform Of an," devis-
f/" " '" , 
ing would be as go,od a.nd mean as much; a ' sa.tisfacto-
ry scheme must be devised to allow the is&uance of 
a real platform,:vl tal,$1ncere,.: ,. Jlg,gIJessi ve andb1n'd...:: 
. CC . '> "" , ', ,, ':", t:d , , ' ", ,: ,: .. '; ',r ( ':, ," :' ' , , " " " ' , 
ing on those charged w1t:b:1. t~ 'e~,qut1on ~ " 
'. . .'. . ' . .' .,, ' ,'. , . .' .. \ lr ,· .. , 'f, ~ '., 
• 1'"" :'~" \' •• -' ,!~~7) '~\,,:". ' /1 ~ L 
This "proble~ " h~~beieh ,:~ : 'p:~,qbl~II1 ot ,tij~~",pr! ... , 
• . . 1 , " . : " ' , ' ,:'1" . .. ... ):(~"" c i ," i::-:' ,/':~,t" " 
mary ' in gen,~r.al. A, candidate fOl' ,.\*'om1ha~~',~n':·;~fes'~nts 
• . ~ . ... ., ,', ' " I :>' .....'. .;( '. ' . .. ' ... j./.~~: , .. , " .:',. . " ". 
his own platform ...... or mOre cort-ee:tly , stated, ' he.· t'sin.1$~ 
, , ' ' : .'. ' ,: " t,',.: , ~" ,~J';:·", ::~~:~.) ,., .. ,,"I. 
statements of his ' purposes .~o , qoor ,not :to ;',4P/; ,l~ 
, ;;:: ,,' ;~' .• 'i",. " , ';" ./1'; 
i'. '. . . " ,~' '., f. . ' ; ' ~ .. . " , ".li:,··:': < , , ; , 
nominat,ed; ' he ro~lssues them r ;';l:t , nomina't ,ed; '~O~',1"the 
: :",,;: , ,: ,i . ", ' ; , ,,~:{ , ' ;\ "':.y!'. 
eleotion ' campaign. Th$d1fficulty has a:rls~n ' 1tl .ma:~;; , 
, ; , ""'- .- ,-
,I , 
ing his ,platform into the ' party p+at,form:,es~ e~olally ;, 
, ' :i'~:;','/"';, ~~. ,I 
in the larg~r poli tical un1 ts. This may be:I:"'dlffi-
cult to do but faith ~lth the people is not kept un-
less it 1s actually 8.cco!!lplished. 
The state practises furnish helpful suggest-
ions.ln ' Wis~onsin a candidates' convention is held 
to form a platfo'rm; l ,t 1s composed ,cif ' ''a,1>l party 
'/ 
candida tes for s,ta t~ "otf,lce aJ;1d: ': tor th~ Ifig1siature, 
and the party's ~old-o~er members in the s~ate leg· 
isla ture. n • • • ',"In Missouri the lawprovid~s for 
the formulation of a platform' by the state cent,ral 
committee, acting with the party nomlne.s f6rthe 
r ', !. ' . ; .,;.'! : 
sta te office, for Cong):'ess and for the . (comlJlQ~'7;' 
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. " 
wealth) legislature. lIl Kansas and North Dakota fol-
low the s ame procedure, while Texas allows an init-
iation of p latform planks by the party voters. Ore-
Lon allow s the candidate to express his principles 
on the ballot in not to exceed twelve words. 
Merriam declares that liThe shaping of the 
platform by the candidate seems, ~ll thinLs con-
sidered, best fitted to survive." Meyer is more 
positive: 
In a platform made by candidates, it may be 
sai d that it stands nearer to them, and that they 
are made more directly responsible for it. The can-
didates know public sentiment; they have studied 
public questions carefully and :1may be givencredi t 
for honest efforts to touch the pulse of the people. 
Having framed their own platform, they are bound to 
feel a personal as well as an of ficial responsibil-
ity for it, and they are more likely to carry out 
its provisions faithfully than if they had been 
foisted upon them .•. Candidates under a direct pri-
mary system will be strone enough to secure nomina-
tion only as they embody, represent and express in 
their candidacy political principles and administra-
tive policies which command confidence and support 
wi th the members of' the party. rrhese policies and 
principles will be the real issue in the campaign 
preliminary to the primary e l ection. And their ex-
planation and declaration will be the constant aim 
and e f fort of every candidate in t he prosecution of 
his personal campaign. In other words, it will not 
make so much difference how t he candidate s pells 
his name, as what his candidacy si enifies--what it 
stands for and represe~ts. The policy will take 
precedence of the man. 
The executive is becoming more and more the 
party leader in the Uniteu States. A Gove rnor Sul-
zer of New York at his inaueuration declares him-
1 Merriam, Ope cit., p. 151. 
2 Meyer, op. cit., pp., 270-1. , 
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self leader of the Empire State Democracy; a Presi-
d r;nt 'Nilson assumes full responsibility for the 
party platform and breaks a precedent of a hundred 
ye ar's standing to r ead a message to Congress com-
1Y! 8.nding the right-of-way for a bill drawn in accord-
ance wi th a tariff plank. We have come to lay the 
responsibility for the succe ss f u l execution of a 
party platform on the executive; ~nd too often no 
attempt has b een made to see that the legislative 
department considers itself equally bound by the 
platform. Then, when the first t wo years of the 
president's term have passed, oftentimes in disgrace-
ful squabbling between him and Conbress, the country 
has taken a hand in the affair by electing represen-
tatives, running on the me re platform of "X men" or 
"antii.-X men." Until something akin to the parlia-
men tary system of Great ~ritain is established here, 
t here can be ho absolute holding of representatives 
to a certain specified platformi but tha t is no rea-
son for dOing nothing at all. It is .not fa ir to 
the executive. to make him bear the strain and stress 
alone. True it· is that a scheme which Vlill make 
mere puppets for the representati ves i s not wanted; 
but it is as important to avoid t he other extreme 
of absolute individualism. To be mope concrete, the 
political philosophy of t he voters of the republic 
is either conservative or liberal. A wi se elector-
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ate does n6t suppotta li~eral presidential candidate 
and conservative congressmen. 'l'here should be full 
consistency in the sel~cti6~s. 
' ,' 
l'he platform must ema'nate for the pre-primary 
", \ 
and pre-election statement~ ·of t~e ~andidates' and 
, .. .,' , 
the previous actions and~e~o.rdS;, 6f thes,e aspirants 
(' , 
will speak much louder ~han: the words that they may 
.' t <: 
utter while~8king for, the 6ffie:$ .~ , ', 'A governor who . 
vetoed a popul,a:r . measu;re, exhibiting a mind of eigh-
I _ \ ,j • 
teenth centu,~y pol~tica:l ilQtelligence, will not be 
, ' .. ". , , " , \ r _ ~ , " ., • '" ~;, t \ ! , " '.. ~ • 
~ble to, go; f$.r ,on,I5tbfe'sse.d. al~eg1ance to other 
~, , , 
public fJlee.'sure,s and: t'ssu,tfi : of ,tne '~ay ~ , It m{iybe 
- ~ .<. ' ,,,' , ~, 
well ' to ' ha~e ',t,h~: Pl:a'tfQ;i-rn , ~f ' th~ '~~'~ ce8sful caridi-
~ , -.) 
ds. te ' to1;' ,the ; pr.esldentia~ Jlom~rle.tion made into a 
" ',\," 'j I,' 
, for~ai' , tab~'latl '~~ " for th~ " ,re~,l!ir '" c~mpaign; ' it may , 
. _ /" . '. .' . f " ' :' 
be 'well ,t¢ /~v~ve'.' 4h~ :" nat'icm~1 ' committee issue this 
, ~,_,~ .. _, I , ,[ , • 
' .:'." ~L. ' . "':" '! -:j ,. ~ , 
t:orm~li1; ":,ijiJ'",:a,;~;~i,~,~<:~Y~'t4'~all" misunderstanding and 
. . , "~'. "'. ': \~ Y:;Y:: J.';',' :,''t-, "t~_;~, ,- ~ :(": ,' , ' :f :, .. ~", ,,' 
t"6~iv:~';~~~~i:~;,~ ~~~r?Ub;l::~:6~ty, , ' but every plank must 
.' ,. t "' ... "_:::" ' ~)~" '~':~":+~';:~~~(Y"\" ., , 'i~" "'" ~ ,~",~ .. 'I; ~ .. " , t 
meet L tll;e ::; ~p.pl?()v.al ~' :Q,t\,the presidential aspirant. 
" .,. f ,or 
., \ l ~ " 
c,6ngz.:~;,,~,~J{jtta:{ ~candldates in the pre-primary cam-
, "'" .. ~;,: .. :~' .' :~:;:. ~ ,:' , .. '/ . ,.~: " ~' 
' pa~gn 'rIn.tst be forced to state their posi tions and 
, to ' take 'anout-and-out stand on existing issues, 
'. " ,. '" 
pledgi\ngthemselves to support certain public 
measures; equivocation and "straddling the fence" 
must mean rejection; in the pre-election campai gn 
they must be made to promise to support the platform 
9f the leader of the party; platforms and men must 
<'16 i 
tied tog~ther- -for re jectio'~o~a\d'op~i~~ .1 With .men 
running for nomination' find e1e~'t;t;,0:h on their records, 
there wi 11 be Ii t tIe chance 'fOcr " ab~ses to c'reap in. 
. J 
(rhe platform is merely a promissory , nQit~ to contin-
ue in the same way. 
Among · the first ' of the ' leg~l questi,oos in: ... , ,.' 
, '~.' ~ ~ 
. . , 
vo1ved i is the size of , the primal'ye];~ctionarea~ .'· 
,,' 
" 
To avoid comple'xi tJ, it w.ill , bewali ·'to b<>~~~.the ' ':,' 
I I" 
; 
machinery of the . regular pres1dsrl:tHll electl:cm ' . 
whenever possible. Undouotedly,the stat'a,s will be' 
, .( 
sa tisfactory election uni ts .~t is r~tognlz4d' that 
, ., 
some injustice may be dona. by , c;\:tsr~gardlpg the ,.: ~ma':' 
, ' , 1 ' . , , . ,.>",';' 
j ori ties of the defeated~andi.date' in' certain ciist : 
, . " , .. ," 
tricts; ,but we have grown accust~med t ,o see , a can.. ~, 
dldate 'secure the entire electoral. v'oteQf a state, 
although the choice of less than haIt .of 1 ts' ·c1 tf- ,'" 
zens. 
One of the most vitalttems 1s the ~refer-
ential vote to be taken. ',A system bf voting that· 
insures a majority instead of a plurality in , popular 
elections is a matter of consider~bie impo~tance; 
especially is this discovered in the atte~pts tG 
dislodge a machine candidate or to prevent ~is nom-
ination. An example of this evil will suffice to 
1 In the British House of Commons, ':members a.re most ... " 
ly, perhaps, elected because they wlil .vote for a J 
particular ministry rather th~n fpr purely ~elgisla~ 
tive reasons." Bagehot, op. clt., p. 92. ' 
illustrate the point: 
The need of providing for majority elections 
is evident from the briefest consideration of the 
r e cent contest for one of New Jersey's seats in the 
United States Senate. At the primaries, at which a 
Democratic candidate for senator was to be chosen 
three prominent progressive Democrats announced ' 
thems elves as candidates. One day before the expir-
ation of the time in which announcement of candida-
cie s were valid for printing on the official ballot, 
a r eac t ionary Democrat who had held aloof from the 
contest till then, announced that he was a candID~ 
date also. Here was a situation very dangerous to 
the progressive cause; if the progressive vote was 
to be divided a mong three men, the reactionary was 
li kely to get a plurality and win. Unde~ these 
circumstances two of the progressives haq. :: to wi th-
draw in order to concentrate the progressive vote 
of the party on one man. . . The whole difficulty 
would have been avoided by the use of a preferen-
tial ballot. l 
The evil of disproportional representation 
is one to w.hose eradication the proposed scheme 
readilg lends itself. By giving one primary-el~ct­
ion vote for each 10 ,000 votes . cast for a candidate, 
this abuse will be wiped out • . 
In order not to violate ~he provisions of 
the Constitution that no state shall furnish both 
prej1dential and vice presidential candidates, it 
will be necessary to establish the rule that, when 
the president is nominated, in case the re~urns 
indicate that the vice presidential candidate is 
from the s a me state, he shall be 'dropped and the 
holder of second place substituted, unless he also 
be from the same state, when recourse shall be had 
I Equity, cit., pp. 59-60. 
• 'J~ • 
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to the list until the constitutional provision be 
complied with . But this is so unlikely to occur as 
to be a ne£li8ible consideration. 
The ballot should be uniform for the who le 
country; it should be secret and closed; i.e., the 
tickets for each party participating and one column 
blank for independents should b~ placed in paral~el 
columns. The ballot should be perforated length-
wise between the tickets, and the elector, after 
voting in one column alone , should destroy the un-
used portion of his ballot, returning the marked 
section, folded, to the election clerks. 
The last point to be noted under the legal 
questions is the constitutionality of the propos ed 
measure . Inquiries directed to recognized author-
ities failed to be complete as to number or con-
elusive in the opinions rendered. Governor Simeon 
Baldwin of Connecticut ~tates : 
The scheme of our college Of. presidential 
electors obviouslj contem~lates the exercise by 
their membe rs of an independent judgment. A direct 
primary , to control their choice , would seem to me 
inconsistent with this, and therefore to require a 
constitutional amendment. True, their choice is 
now virtually predetermined by a party national con-
vention, but this is wholly outside of the consti-
t ution , which must certainly be left consistent 
with itself, except as ' ~ddiried by amendment. 
Wi lliam Lewis Draper , Dean of the Law Sc hool of the 
University of Pennsylvania , says: 
I believe Congress has the power to pass the 
national primary law, provided the same is coupled 
- " 
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with a national election law affecting members of 
Congress, but I recognize that there is a greai deal 
to be said with force against this proposition. It 
is one of those questions on which intelligent men 
can differ and which can only be finally decided by 
the Supreme Court of the United States. 
Dean J.P. Hall of the University of Chicago Law 
School answers that: 
The difficulty' with congressional legisla-
tion in regard to direct primaries, is. that the fed-
eral Constitution neither provides for nor recogniz-
es any such thing as nominations or nominating mach-
inery for preSidential candidates ••• the only con-
trol given to Congress over presidential electors 
and the day on which they shall give their votes. 
In all other respects the appOintment of presiden-
tial ~lectors is left entirely to the states, and 
the United states Supreme Court has even said that 
the presidential electors so appointed are no more 
officers or aeents of the United States than are 
members of th~ state legislatures when electing Sen-
ators, or the people of the states when voting for 
congressmen. In re Green. 134 U.S., 379 .•. Tf 
you will look at the present Act providing for pub-
licity for campaign contributions (Chapter 392, 
Acts of 1910) you will. observe, from the somewhat 
peculiar language used, some doubt as to the con-
stitutional basis of the legislation. It expressly 
applies only where money has been spent for influen-
cing in two oe more states the result of an elect-
ion at which representatives to Congress are elect-
ed. Evidently the framers hoped to make it valid 
under some interstate power, if it failed other-
wise, and at least to include the elections of rep-
resentatives, even though other officers elected 
at the same time were beyond federal control. When 
the Actt was amended by chapter 33 of the Laws of 
1911, by requiring candidates to file statements of 
their expenses, this was expressly confined to can-
didates for the offices of representative and sen-
ator, presidential electors and candidates for 
president themselves being entirely omitted in this 
amendment. 
While these replies a~e not conclusive, they 
indicate clearly that reasonable doubt exists in the 
minds of those who declare the measure constitution-
eo 
ali this doubt, combined with the positive declara-
t ions of those who urge the opposite view, g o far 
to p rove that a change in the Constitution must be 
made to permit the enactment of the proposed meas-
ure. But, aside from the time and agitation neces-
sary to secure t he passage of a constitutional a-
mendment legalizing the plan, this fact need cause 
no chang e in the situation; if the plan is satis-
factory, it must be secured. The followin g resol-
ution will clear the way : 
Resolved by the Senate and Hous e of Repre-
sentatives of the United states of America assem-
bled (two-thirds of each House concurrThng therein), 
That the following be proposed as an amendment to 
section one of Article II of the Constitution of 
the United States, which shall be valid to all in-
tents and purposes as part of the Constitution when 
ratified by the legislatures of three - fourths of the -
States, namely : Amend the second paragraph of said 
section , providing for the manner of electing the 
President and Vice President of the United S tates, 
to read as follows : Such Presiden t and Vice Presi-
dent shall be nomina ted by the d irect vote of the 
qualified electors of the s everal State s . The elect-
ion shall be held in accordance with law to b e e nact-
ed by the Congress of the United States. 
What fate would such an a mendment likely 
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have? The answer is not pure speculation. Twent~-
nine states have sta t e nominating primaries; fift een 
sta tes have presidential primaries; when twelve du-
plications are subtracted from the total or forty-
four, a net total of thirty-two remains, only four 
below the number necessary to amend the Constitu-
tion . The outlook is hopeful : three states have 
I 
presidential primary laws which do not have state 
pr i mary statutes; apparently the measure is attract-
ive even to those states which have not found neces-
sary or desirable state primary laws. Doubtless 
these states would favor a national law to cover the 
wl10le field. Then, too, there are the twenty-nine 
~ irect primary states , twelve of which now nominate 
by direct popular vote the national delegates; and 
the number of direct primary states is constantly 
beinb augmented. There seems to be no reason to ". 
fear that the approval of the thirty -six will not 
be forthcoming when asked for by :.the sub~ission of 
such an amendment by Congress. 
A P PE N D I ~ A 
A S u g g est e d M od el L a w 
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Shorn of legal verbiage and pr
esenting mere-
l y the outline.of the pro'posed
 l,l1easure, t he follow-
ing bill, which su~s up ihe po
ints., alread d , Y rna e and · 
gives a coherent, connected w~o
l~, is offered: 
A BILL~', 
To establish a primar~ 81~ctio
~ for the nom-
; 
ination by tbe direct 'vote of 
the qual'.;. 
ified party vo~ers of candidat
~sfor 
President, Vice Presid,ent ' and 
nati~nal 
/ party commi tte:emen, to aboli
sh nat.lon-
al nominating conventions, and
 for 
, I 
ot,her purpose's,. ' . -, \ \ . , ' 
r 
Be it ena-ctedby ,tne ' Senate- an
d House of Rep-
resenta ti ves of the United '$\a
te,p iI}. Congress assem-
bled, That every nomlnationfo
r 'President' aftd "Yice 
President of the Uni tedst'ates
 and for national par-
ty committeemen ·mad~ . byany·'poli
 tical party "shall be 
" 
" " 
made in a primary el~at~on to 
be hel~ in the several 
States at the time herein pro~
lded, and no nomina-
tion made in any other manner 
than as provided here-
in shall be legal. , 
Section 2.- That any political
 organization 
which at the last preceding pr
esidential election 
cast in the aggrebate in all "t
he states five per 
centum of all 'votes cast shall
 be deemed a political 
1 Ample borr6wings: espe~ially
 of legal phraseology, 
are ackn'owledged ,t'PQrq Senate B
i 11 5894 of Senator 
Cummins, 6,:;3 ,iCOtlg~'"' 2" ses., Ma
rch 18, 1912. 
. ~ 
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~arty; ne~ orbanizations which shall participate, as 
hereafter provided , in any pres i dential election and 
shall cast five per centum of the votes cast shall 
also be deemed a political party. 
Section 3.- Every person qualifled to vote 
at the last preceding election for members of the 
lower bouse of the state legislature shall be qual-
ified to vote in this primary . 
Section 4.- The primary herein established 
shall be held in all the States, and at each poll-
ing place in all the States , on the second Tuesday 
\ . 
after tl~ second Monday in September of each pres-
i 6ential primary year. 
Section 5.- In those States, where primary 
elections are held for State and county officers 
and members of the Houses of Congress, or any com-
bibation thereof, at the option of the States it 
shall be permissible for such primaries to be com-
bined with the primary herein provided. Judges 
and officers of the State primary may be judges and 
officers of this primary; and, in addition to the 
oath that may be required by the State statutes, 
shall take an oath of office to perform faithfully 
the duties devolving on them under this law. In 
those States where direct primary elections are 
not held, the judges and officers of the primary 
shall be those who served at the last preceding 
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congressional election. , EXpenses" incurred ' by the 
" , ( 
primary shall be borne by the , states. , . When nbt ' ib- ' 
consistent with the provisions of this Act~ the 
rules of the States having primary, election l~ws 
shall be used to regulate this primary; i.e., as re-
gards polling places, method of determining party 
affiliations, mann,er of , registeripg voters, and oth-
er minor election rules. ,In thoB,.e .states wi thout, 
primary elections, the ,following rules shall obtain 
. . . . (For example" se,e S~ctloh 5, Sen. Bill 5894) 
Section 6 .... The ballot to be used in all the 
States sh.allbe in substantially the following form: 
(Name ' Of) pIRTY r (Namt!t. :of)l?ARTY ; IND Ip 'T OF PARTY 
For President , For 'Preaide:nt. For President 
( ) Name ptd. ina ( ) Na.me ptd. in, ( ) Blank 
( ) Name 'ptd. "ina ( ) Name ptd. in' " ( ) Blank , 
, 
) ( ) Blanli: '~ ( ) Blank ( Blank 
I ' 
,I ' 
For 'Vi:Cj , P'res . 
' I 
) For Vice Pres. For Vice Pres. 
-- 1., ,_ ,', . .......-
.' ..... , ','. 1 
( ) Name ptd'. inJ ( ) Name ptd. ·in, ( ) Blank 
( ) Name ptd. ~n\ ( ) Name ptd. in' ( ) Blank 
( ) . Blank ' ( ) Blank ( ) Blank 
For Nt. C't'man I For Nt. C't'man' For Nt. C1t'n -- -- ' - -
'( ) Name ptd. in' ( ) Name ptd. in, ( ) Ba.ank 
( ) Name ptd. in' ( 
I 
Name ptd. in l ( ) Blank 





The columns for party candi dates ~hall be 
as numerous a's may be required; t he re s hall be 'one 
column without name of party , designated "Independ -
ent of Party . " Names of part ies and individuals " 
shall b e arranged alpha betically . I n each party 
c o lumn there shall be lines left blank so that each 
elector shall hav e the opportunity to vote for h is 
pre ference as t he c and i date of h is party by writing 
in t he name . Eac h vo ter shall express h is prefer-
ence for t~e candidates whose names may be printed, 
or whose names he may write under the head ing of 
any office, by numbering such in one- twa-three 
prefenential order, i n the squares opposite their 
names . 
The ballot shall be perforated long itudi-
na l ly between t he various tickets ; t he voter shall 
separate t he ticket, whic h h e voted, from the re-
ma inde r of the ballot; the used portion he shal l 
present, fold ed to avoid inspection , to t h e j udges 
of election ~o be deposited in boxes prov i ~ed for 
t hat purpose; similar disp osition shall b e made of 
the unused port ion . 
Se ction 7 .- A National Canvassins Board , to 
be kn own as the National Board, shall be crea ted by
 
the Pres i d ent, b y and with the advi ce and consent of
 
the Senate , upon the norrinat ion of t he chairmen of 
the several nat ional pol i t ical party c orr~ittees . 
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So far as possible, each party in order of voting 
strehgth shall be represented thereon; no party 
shall be represented by more than two members. 
There shall be in each state a canvas sing 
board , t he personnel of which shall be the same as 
the customary s tate canvassing board. The powers 
and dut ies of said board is hereafter pres~rib~d. 
Se ction 8 .- No candi dat e for President, 
Vice Presi dent or national committeeman shall have 
his name printed on t he official ballot of his 
~arty unless at least 4b tiays prior to the oate fix-
e d for holdinG the primary election a nomination pa-
pe r shall have been filed in his behalf with the 
said National Board •. (Here the law shall follow 
the customary rules laid down in State legislation 
for nomination papers , tests for party affiliations, 
etc. Or see Senate Bill 589i, previously cited.) 
Petitions for the President and Vice Presi-
dent shall be signed by a minimum of one per centum 
of the voters of t he party , as shown by the returns 
of the last general election, ineach of at least 
five States and in the a ggregate not less than one-
fourth of one per centum of the total vote of his 
party a s shown by the returns of the last genera l 
election. If the varty, for which it is desired to 
nominate a President or Vice President did not par-
ticipate in the last presidential primary, then a 
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minimum of one-half 'of on~ ~er centum of the quali-
fied voters in at least t _e'n ,states shall sign the 
nominating petitions. 
Candidates for national committeemen shall 
present petitions signed by at least one-half per 
centum of the voters in his party in at least one-
tenth of the counties of his State and in the aggre-
gate not less than one-fourth 9f one per centum, of 
the total party vote in the State as shown by ' the 
returns ~of the last gen~ral e~ection. If - th~ party 
i'or which it is desired to nominate a na'tional oom-
mitteeman did not participate in the last preceding 
presid.ential primary, than a minimum of one-half of 
-
one per centum of th~ qualified voters in at le~st 
one-te,nth of the counties shall be required to sign 
the peti,tions. 
Section 9.- At · least ' thirty, days before such 
prima.rY ' ~1.eCtion th~ Nat1-onalL3oard shall transmit 
.' 't ' " . • . '.... " 
a cerl'If"fed ,stateme~i, showing a complete list of 
the ,:t:lames of those qualified to appear ·on the ballot, 
to the state canvassing boards, and shall send as 
soon thereafter as pos s ible a sufficient number of 
ballo~s for the State. 
Expenses incurre~ in printing anu distri-
buting the ballots and other expenses of the Nat-
ional Board, incurred for the primary, shall be 




1.. ... '," 
Section lO~- (It snall deal with the Qonduct 
01' the judges and officers of election at the var-
ious polling places.) 
Section 11.- Upon the closing o( the polls, 
the judges and clerks of the election shall open 
the ballot boxes and count the votes for each can-
didate for nominaii~n. A table . giving the prefer-
ential vote for the candidates for each office shall 
be arranged as follows: l 
(Blank) OFFICE. 
==-'----, 
First choice Secon(fi: choice 
A B C D 
A 55,000 ...... 20,000 20,000 15,000 
B 40 0 00 , 1,500 ..... '. 20,000 18,000 
C 30,000 2,O00 25,000 . . . . . . 3,000 
D 25,000 1,000 20,000 4,000 ...... 
, 150,000 4,500 65,000 44,000 36,600 
These tables shall be sent to the State Board immed-
iately on the completion of the count. 
Section 12.- The State Board shall assemble 
on the second Thursday after the primary and canvass 
the votes for the State, making similar tabulations 
to those of the local election officers for the 
1 
Equity, cit., p. 60. 
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whole State, secured by adding the totals for each 
voting precinct. If any candidate shall have re-
ceived a majority of all votes cast by his party, 
he shall be declared to be the nominee. If no 
candidate has a majority, "the nam~ of the one hav-
ing the least number of first-choice votes shall be 
dropped, and the second-choice votes cast by the 
supporters of the uropped candidate shall be added 
to the first-choice votes of the remaining candidate 
1 for whom they were cast." This process shall be 
continued until a majority is secured for nome can-
didate. The national committeeman with a majority, 
and if no candidate has the majori ty the foregoing 
rule shall be applied to candidates for this office 
also, shall be declared to be elected without furth-
er procedure. The President and Vice President with 
a majority, ori g inal or created, shall be decl~red 
the party nominees from the State, the whole party 
vote shall pe credited to them and they shall be 
thus certified to t:Qe National Board. 
Contests shall be directed to the State 
Board and recounts maybe ordered by them. Their 
action shall be final and no other contest of any 
kind shall be permitted. They shall communicate to 
the National Board complete tables of the votes 
1 Wisconsin law quoted by Equity, cit., p. 60. 
,'99.: • 
cast for President and Vic~ President, giving pref-
erential vote and totals to be ' ~sed as herea~t~r ~ 
provided. 
/ " '. 
Section 13.- The National Boird 'shall as-
semble on the first Tuesday in October, . together . 
with the Speaker of the House and the President of 
the Senate, and shall canvass the votes. Each can-
didate for President and Vice President shall be 
credited with one primary~electoral vote for each 
lC,OOO votes or major fraction thereof cast in each 
state. If any candidate has a majority of the whole 
number of such primary-electoral votes cast in his 
'party, he shall be declared the party nominee . . Ip 
case no candidate has a majority, the system ofre-
jection of candidates with the least number; of first-
choice votes, a.s provided in Section 12, s'pall b:e,. ' 
used. In case the returns shall show the VI.o~/P:res ... 
idential candidate with amajori tyOf the prirttary- , 
electoral votes is fl:'om the same state as the Pres-
idential, the former shall be dropped. and the hold-
er of second place substituted, unless he also be 
from the same State, when recourse shall be had to 
the list until the Constitutional provision be com-
plied with. 
The National Canvassing Board shall imm~d~ 
lately issue a statement, proclaimiRg ' tbe n0¥1~<I.l~e~j 
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am all tickets for Presid~Btand vi~~ ' j1'resiclent. 
Section 14. - 'J.1he National Board shall fur-
nish the Secretary of State of each State with a 
certified list of the nomin~es as soon as, proclai ffi -
ed, for the purpose of placing the same on the Nov-
ember ballot. 
Section 15.- The platform of any national 
party shall' be framed by the Presidential ca'ndidate 
and promulgated by the national party committee. 
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A P PEN D I X C 
A Q ue S t ion a ir e 
The following questionaire was sent 'to, ' the 
secretaries of state of the presidenti~l 'pr~mapl r: 
states: 
1.- Is the presidential preference law in your state 
regarded favorably ? 
2.- Have there been any attempts to repeal it? 
3.- Or to amend it 80 as to , destroy its practical 
features? 
4.- Will your next legislature likely make any chang-
es in the bill to allow an even better express-
ion of the popular will? (By this I mean is it 
lilely that a preferential one-two-three vote 
will be provided for, etc?) 
5.- How did the law work in selebtt~g delegates for 
the 1912 conventions? 
6.- How did the preferential vote on president Work 
out, if you have it? 
~ 
7.- If your state law provides both fo~ the election 
of delegates to the nationa l conventions, and a 
preferential 6r a pref~~erice vote, do th~ aele-
gates have any legal ob~igation to vote as the 
voters expr~ssedtheir preference? 
8.- Did your de'l€rgates b,olt their instructions at 
the last n~t;1o'naT conventions? 
, ':: . '. . ';' . (. ,', ,," 
9 . ~ ~'fit)~ ';: d.o the , practical poli ticians regard this law 
; ''In ,your state? 
IO.-Have the primaries ~ended to separate state, from 
national, issues, allowing the voters to handle 
them separately? 
ll.-How large a percentage of each party's normal 
voting strength voted in the 1912 primary? 
12.-Has there been any let-down in party strength 
or party re gularity? 
13.-All things considered , do you believe that your 
state has successfully solved the problem of dir-
ect popular nominations for the national party 
candidates? 
14.-Do you think that a national law, passed by Cont-
gress for the whole country and c'onducte(l as the 
regular ' Novembe_r ',eieC':p;ions are, WQuid be a more 
effective manner 'of choosing than state action? 
The answers were not satisfactory; but four 
replying out of fifteen. So fragmentary are the re-
sults that the questionaire has little value; about 
the only fact clearly established is that the oper-
ation of the l~ws is generally regarded as satisfact-
ory; if amenqments are made they will be for the pur-
pose of correcting ~inor deficiencies in the statutes 
and tor impro~ing them; in no case there will there 
will a repeal. 
~he answers , received are here summed up: 
1. - Maes . and Nebr. , unqualifiedly answer "yes" 
while Ills. r~plies "By some regarded favorably; by 
;'others unfavorabiy. :~ 
2.- fl ass.:"No aielllands to repeal it.", NebJ1.:"To amend 
only." Ills.:"No sess ion of the state legislature 
since i£s ' enactment, less than a year ago ." 
3.- Nebr.: "No." Fass.: "There have been no demands 
to amend it, although the necess1ty of certain amend-
ments is admitted." 
4 .. - Nebl"' . and Ills. are in ignorance of what next 
legislature intends to do; while Mass. says: "One-
t wo-three preference voting has never met with par-
ticularly strong support except from some of the 
i:college men. I t does not seem to be general ly under-
stood. 1I 
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5 .- Lebr.: "Very satisfactory." Because of the peculiar 
wor d ing cf the law in Mass., a complex situation came 
about; fault is found with the law, not with its work~ 
i ngs . 
7 n"as' ~ "1'he ft· 1 t • - jvl S • : pre eren 1a va e is not, of course, 
legally binding on the delegates." Ills.: "No legal 
obligation. II Nebr.: "Only a moral obligation." 
8.- Wass.: "Although Taft carried th~ Republican 
preferential vote, one half of the delegates at the 
Chicago convention voted for Roosevelt. At the Demb -
cratic convention, the uelegates ~oted solidly for 
Champ Cla~k (22 ballots)." Nebr.: "Republicans no, 
and you know Mr. Bryan 1 s instructions were for Clark." 
9. - Neb:b.: "A difference of opini on. n Ills. : 11 II Some 
are for it, some against it.1t Mass.: "What you refer 
to as 'practical politicians' were opposed to t he 
passage of the act." 
10.-
Ills.: "Not in the least. 1I Nebr.: "I think not." 
Mass.: flpresidBntial primary is held in the spring 
at the same time as the caucuses for selection of 
delegates to state conventions." 
l:I.!.-Nebr.: "About 40% .11 Mass.: "Republican, 170,000 
out of about 210 , 000 ; Democrats, 45,000 out of a nor-
mal voting strength of 180,OUU." 
12.-Nebr •. "Decidedly so." Ills.: "It divided the 
Republican party in this state and placed the Demo-
t - II era s 1n power. Mass. has a "party enrollment law
 
.J:OO 
and the pr1mary enrollment and electldn has -not af-
.1'ected party regularity , the voters being enrolled 
and compelled to vote the ticket of their party." 
l3.-Nebr.: "Cannot say, since the primary is com-
paratively a new thing in th1 s state and has some im-
perfections." Ills .: "No." Mass.: "I do not regard 
the Mass . law as perfect. although the general idea 
is rl e;ht; ,11 and he suggests a change in the law that 
would render impossible the recurrence of the mix-
up before referred to. 
14.- Nebr.: lIyes." Ills.: "I do not know." Mass : ttl 
believe that a national law, if Congress has t;h.e con-
st~tutlonal power to enact such a law, (as :to .wh16h 
there se ems to be some question), would be more ef-
t'ective than the present system which leaves it to 
eacs state to elect in the ma]fllerit ,sess fit." 
Louisiana answers this potnt alone with an unquali-
fieCi':'No .tt 
The wr~terd1d not regard this material as 
providing grounds for generalization and so merely 
gives it in this undigested condition. 

